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In this work we present an analytical gravitational self-force calculation of the spin-orbit pre-
cession along an eccentric orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole, following closely the recent
prescription of Akcay, Dempsey, and Dolan. We then transcribe this quantity within the Effective-
One-Body (EOB) formalism, thereby determining several new, linear-in-mass-ratio, contributions in
the post-Newtonian expansion of the spin-orbit couplings entering the EOB Hamiltonian. Namely,
we determine the second gyro-gravitomagnetic ratio gS∗(r, pr, pφ) up to order p
2
r/r
4 included.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of accurate waveform templates for
compact binaries is essential for the science of gravita-
tional waves. For example, the extraction of physical in-
formation from the first LIGO detections [1, 2] has made
a key use of a bank of∼ 200, 000 semianalytical templates
[3, 4], describing the inspiral, merger and ringdown of
two comparable-mass black holes, that were developed
within the Effective-One-Body (EOB) formalism [5–8].
For future detectors such as LISA to reach their full po-
tential one needs to describe systems with mass ratios
varying from 1:1 to ∼ 1 : 106, evolving over long in-
spirals into plunge, merger and ringdown phases. When
attempting to model such orbital evolutions one typically
relies on several approximate ways of solving Einstein’s
equations, valid in different asymptotic regimes: post-
Newtonian (PN) theory in the slow-motion, weak-field
regime; post-Minkowskian (PM) theory in the weak-field
regime; gravitational self-force (SF) theory for small mass
ratios; numerical relativity (NR) for strong-field compa-
rable mass binaries; and EOB theory for analytically in-
terpolating between various regimes.
Recent years have witnessed a fruitful crossbreeding
between these various methods. Notably, the EOB for-
malism has provided, through its natural theoretical flex-
ibility, a common ground for incorporating the results of
other approaches. Examples of recent works contributing
to the crossbreeding between EOB theory and other ap-
proximation methods are: EOB
⋃
PN [9–12]; EOB
⋃
PM
[13]; EOB
⋃
SF [14–17]; and EOB
⋃
NR [18–22].
The primary focus of this paper is on the third of these
strategies: the extraction of physical information from
SF results, and their EOB transcription. The SF ap-
proach — in which Einstein’s equations are solved per-
turbatively with the mass-ratio as small parameter — is
ideally suited to describing the motion of compact binary
systems with a large discrepancy in the masses. An im-
portant theme (initiated in Refs. [23, 24]) within the SF
community over the past ten years has been the extrac-
tion of physically meaningful quantities through the com-
putation of gauge-invariant SF quantities. These quanti-
ties are typically defined within the conservative sector,
with dissipative effects of the self-force ignored or turned
off. See Refs. [25, 26] for the first corresponding EOB
transcriptions of gauge-invariant SF quantities. In the
literature there now exists a wide array of gauge invari-
ant quantities, each with varying dependencies on the
perturbed metric and its derivatives. The utility of these
include: insights into the physical effects of the self-force
(see, e.g., [27]); comparisons within SF theory between
calculations in differing gauges (e.g. [28]); comparisons
with independent PN calculations (e.g.[29–31]) and with
NR codes (e.g. [32]); and the extraction of high-PN-
order contributions to the potentials of EOB theory (e.g.
[33–35]).
In a recent paper, Akcay, Dempsey and Dolan [36]
presented a methodology for calculating the gauge in-
variant self-force correction to the spin-orbit precession
of a spinning compact body along an eccentric orbit in
Schwarzschild spacetime, as well as a numerical calcula-
tion of the precession using a Lorenz gauge code. Their
presentation is the first example of a gauge invariant
quantity for an eccentric orbit binary which depends on
derivatives of the metric perturbation, and gives access
for the first time to spin-orbit effects along an eccentric
orbit.
The first aim of the present work is to complement the
(mostly numerical) results of Ref. [36] by presenting an
analytical calculation of their invariant as a PN expansion
within SF theory. To do so we rely on a low eccentricity
assumption in a manner following closely that of Ref.
[15]. By contrast, both, with Ref. [15] (which used a
Regge-Wheeler gauge), and with Ref. [36] (which used
a Lorenz gauge), we will work in a so-called radiation
gauge, which unlike the Regge-Wheeler gauge is readily
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2extendible to a Kerr spacetime. This will provide an
independent check of the gauge invariance of the spin-
precession quantity defined in [36].
The second aim of the present work is to explicitly
derive the relationship between the spin precession in-
variant along eccentric orbits, and the various potentials
parametrizing spin-orbit effects within the EOB formal-
ism. [For the corresponding relationship in the simpler
case of circular orbits see Ref. [34].] We shall then use
this relationship to show how the knowledge of the O(e2)
[respectively, O(e4)] eccentric corrections to the spin pre-
cession translates into new information about the terms
quadratic (resp., quartic) in the radial momentum in the
spin-orbit potentials of the EOB Hamiltonian.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. In
Sec. II we review the formalism for calculating the ec-
centric spin-precession, discuss eccentric geodesics in
Schwarzschild spacetime and their perturbation and re-
view the radiation gauge approach to reconstructing the
perturbed metric. In Sec. III we describe the post-
Newtonian approach we take to calculating the retarded
metric perturbation, the self-force, give our regulariza-
tion and metric completion and finally the eccentric spin
precession. Then in Sec. IV, after briefly recalling the
EOB parametrization of spin-orbit effects, we show how
to transcribe the spin-precession invariant ∆ψ(p, e) into
a knowledge of the O(ν) contribution to the second gyro-
gravitomagnetic ratio gS∗(u, pr, pφ; ν).
II. GEODETIC SPIN-PRECESSION
A. Overview
We start by giving a brief summary of the prescription
of Akcay, Dempsey and Dolan to calculate the gravita-
tional self-force (SF) correction to the spin precession.
For a more detailed description we refer the reader to
[36].
We wish to calculate the amount of precession angle a
test spin vector accumulates over one radial period com-
pared to the accumulated azimuthal angle. This preces-
sion is conveniently measured by the quantity (in units
where G = c = 1)
ψ(m2Ωr,m2Ωϕ; q) =
Φ−Ψ
Φ
. (2.1)
Here, we consider a binary system with masses m1 and
m2 (with q ≡ m1m2  1); Φ is the accumulated azimuthal
phase from periapsis to periapsis (i.e. during a radial
period), and Ψ the corresponding accumulated phase of
the spin vector (both being computed along an eccentric
orbit perturbed by SF effects), and, finally; Ωr, and Ωϕ
are, respectively the radial and (mean) azimuthal angular
frequencies. The question is then how to define Ψ.
The spin vector sa is parallely transported along
an equatorial geodesic of the (regularized [37]) O(q)-
perturbed spacetime with four velocity ua and proper
time τ : Dsadτ = 0. Projecting this equation onto a partic-
ular (polar-type) reference frame eaα, its spatial compo-
nents satisfy
ds
dτ
= ω × s (2.2)
where
(s)i = e
a
i sa, (ω)i = − 12ijkωjk, ωij = −gabeai
Debj
dτ
.
(2.3)
The spin precession is then entirely defined by the relative
motion of the tetrad throughout the orbit. Choosing the
basis so that only the (θ-like) (ω)2 component is non-
zero, one finds that the spin vector accumulates an angle
Ψ over one radial period (periapsis to periapsis)
Ψ(m2Ωr,m2Ωϕ; q) =
∮
ω13(τ) dτ. (2.4)
The aim is then to explicitly calculate the O(q), SF con-
tributions to ψ, Eq. (2.1), and to Ψ, Eq.(2.4), i.e. the
quantities
∆Ψ = Ψ(Ωr,Ωϕ, q)−Ψ(Ωr,Ωϕ, 0) , (2.5)
and
∆ψ = ψ(Ωr,Ωϕ, q)− ψ(Ωr,Ωϕ, 0) = −∆Ψ
Φ
, (2.6)
where we recall that q = m1/m2 denotes the small mass
ratio, and where we used the fact that
Φ ≡ ΩϕT ≡ 2piΩϕ
Ωr
, (2.7)
is the same on the perturbed (q 6= 0) and background
(q = 0) orbits. Here, differently from Ref. [36], we use the
letter T = 2pi/Ωr to denote the coordinate-time radial
period.
In practice, we shall work below with an intermedi-
ate O(q) variation (denoted δ) which does not keep fixed
the values of the two frequencies (Ωr,Ωϕ). We can then
recover the correct value of ∆ψ, Eq. (2.6), by first ‘sub-
tracting’ the induced frequency shifts
∆Ψ = δΨ− ∂Ψ
∂Ωr
δΩr − ∂Ψ
∂Ωϕ
δΩϕ , (2.8)
and then computing
∆ψ = −∆Ψ
Φ
. (2.9)
With this broad outline in mind, the next few sections
will focus on the explicit details of this calculation when
using post-Newtonian (PN) expansions.
3B. Motion on the background (q = 0):
Schwarzschild spacetime
In the usual Schwarzschild coordinates, the unper-
turbed (q = 0) metric takes the form
ds2 = −fdt2 + f−1dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2θ dϕ2) (2.10)
where f ≡ (1− 2m2/r).
1. Background equatorial geodesics
We start be recalling some of the defining equations
for a particle undergoing bound equatorial motion in a
Schwarzschild spacetime. Here and henceforth we use a
subscript p to denote evaluation at the position of the
particle. Such motion is parameterised by two constants
of motion, the specific energy and angular momentum
(E ,L) respectively. The tangent four velocity is then
given by
uµp =
( E
fp
, urp, 0,
L
r2p
)
. (2.11)
Here we have made the standard restriction to equatorial
motion setting θp =
pi
2 , u
θ
p = 0. The radial motion can be
parametrised using Darwin’s relativistic anomaly χ [38]
rp(χ) =
pM
1 + e cosχ
(2.12)
where χ = 0 corresponds to periapsis, p is the semilatus
rectum, and e the eccentricity. Using these parameters,
E2 = (p− 2)
2 − 4e2
p(p− 3− e2) , L
2 =
p2M2
p− 3− e2 (2.13)
and
dtp
dχ
=
[
(p− 2)2 − 4e2
p− 6− 2e cosχ
]1/2
× p
2M
(p− 2− 2e cosχ)(1 + e cosχ)2 , (2.14)
dϕp
dχ
=
[
p
p− 6− 2e cosχ
]1/2
, (2.15)
dτp
dχ
=
Mp3/2
(1 + e cosχ)2
[
p− 3− e2
p− 6− 2e cosχ
]1/2
. (2.16)
With these one can compute the unperturbed radial
period as the coordinate time taken between successive
periapses
T ≡
∫ 2pi
0
(
dtp
dχ
)
dχ . (2.17)
The characteristic orbital frequencies are then
Ωr =
2pi
T , Ωϕ =
Φ
T , (2.18)
with Φ =
∫ 2pi
0
(
dϕp
dχ
)
dχ.
2. Background reference tetrad
As recalled above, in order to define the precession of
the spin vector, one needs to choose a reference frame.
Following [36], a suitable polar-type tetrad is that given
explicitly (when q = 0) by Marck [39]:
ea0 = u
a =
(E
f
, ur, 0,
L
r2
)
, (2.19)
ea1 =
1
f
√
1 + L2/r2 (u
r, fE , 0, 0) , (2.20)
ea2 = (0, 0, 1/r, 0) , (2.21)
ea3 =
1
r
√
1 + L2/r2
(EL
f
,Lur, 0, 1 + L
2
r2
)
. (2.22)
Using (2.3) the key frequency determining the precession
function is
ω13 =
EL
r2 + L2 . (2.23)
It is straightforward then to calculate the background
spin precession using (2.12),(2.13) with (2.1),(2.4).
C. Motion and spin-precession in the perturbed
spacetime (q 6= 0)
Ref. [36], generalizing previous results by Barack and
Sago [40], has derived an explicit integral expression for
the SF contribution δΨ to Ψ (using a specific variation
δ which does not fix the frequencies). Their final result
reads
δΨ =
∫ (
δΨ˙
Ψ˙
− δu
r
ur
)
Ψ˙
dτ
dχ
dχ. (2.24)
The term proportional to δur appears since the proper
time in (2.4) also needs to be varied. The evaluation of
this expression requires further definitions. We have in-
troduced Ψ˙ ≡ ω13 = ω[13] to be the integrand of (2.4)
in favour of the ω of [36] to avoid overlap with the fre-
quency notation for the frequency domain solutions of
the Teukolsky equation. Its variation is given by Akcay
et al as
δΨ˙ =
1
2
Ψ˙h00 + δΓ[31]0 + (c01e
b
1 + c03e
b
3)ea[3∇bea1]
(2.25)
where we have neglected a total derivative term which
vanishes upon integration over the orbit, δΓ[31]0 is a
tetrad component of δΓµνρ =
1
2 (hµν,ρ + hµρ,ν − hνρ,µ)
and
c01 =
1
f
√
1 + L2/r2 (Eδu
r
BS − urδEBS), (2.26)
c03 =
δLBS
r
√
1 + L2/r2 (2.27)
4are terms arising from perturbing the tetrad. In this ex-
pression the subscript BS refers to the perturbations in
energy, angular momentum and radial velocity defined
by Barack and Sago in [40]. They differ from those used
by Akcay et al by the normalisation of the 4-velocity,
because Barack and Sago normalise with respect to the
background metric while Akcay et al normalise with re-
spect to the perturbed spacetime. This leads to the fol-
lowing relation valid to linear order in the mass-ratio
δEBS = δE − 1
2
Eh00, (2.28)
δurBS = δu
r − 1
2
urh00, (2.29)
δLBS = δL − 1
2
Lh00. (2.30)
where h00 ≡ hµνeµ0eν0 . The O(q) perturbations δEBS ,
δLBS (which are denoted ∆E and ∆L by Barack and
Sago) of the energy and angular momentum ut ≡
−E , uϕ ≡ L entering the above equations have been
shown in Sec II. C of [40] to be determined by the fol-
lowing quadratures
δEBS(χ) = δEBS(0)−
∫ χ
0
F const
dτ
dχ
dχ, (2.31)
δLBS(χ) = δLBS(0) +
∫ χ
0
F consϕ
dτ
dχ
dχ . (2.32)
Here δE(0) and δL(0) are the energy and angular mo-
mentum shift at periapsis, given in Eq. (37) and (38) of
[40], and F consµ is the conservative part of the self-force
which we discuss below (see Eq. (3.12)). [By contrast to
the Detweiler-Whiting formulation of SF we used in our
presentation above, Barack and Sago use the formulation
where the perturbed motion satisfies the forced-motion
equation D0u
µ
dτ0
= Fµ(τ0).] Using the normalisation con-
dition of Akcay et al the perturbed radial velocity is then
calculated from the relation
1
2
h00 − EδE
fp
+
urδur
fp
+
LδL
r2p
= 0. (2.33)
Finally the gauge invariant precession function is calcu-
lated using Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9). The frequency shifts cal-
culated by perturbing (2.18) are given in Eq. (75)-(76) of
[40]. We however do not require their α term, which they
added to ensure the asymptotic flatness of their metric
perturbation, since we will work in an asymptotically flat
gauge.
D. Radiation gauge metric perturbation
Our strategy for computing a post-Newtonian expan-
sion of the retarded metric perturbation in many ways
follows closely that laid out in [15], in that we will use
the method of extended homogeneous solutions to con-
struct a particular solution of a particular partial differ-
ential equation whose solutions are related to the metric
perturbation. The key difference however is that we shall
use the tetrad formalism and radiation gauge to construct
the metric, using the CCK procedure, so named after its
development by Chrzanowski [41] and Cohen and Kege-
les [42, 43]. Specifically this involves building inhomoge-
neous solutions to the Bardeen-Press-Teukolsky (BPT)
equation (a = 0 Teukolsky equation), from this a Hertz
potential and finally the metric perturbation and all its
first derivatives. Since much of the details are covered by
a variety of authors e.g [44–48] we will give an abridged
overview of the strategy and refer the reader to the given
references for details.
1. Bardeen-Press-Teukolsky (BPT) equation
The description of perturbations to a black hole space-
time can be reduced to a single partial differential equa-
tion for the tetrad components of the perturbed Weyl
tensor Cµνρσ. In particular (essentially) all information
is simultaneously contained in the two quantities ψ0 and
ψ4 defined by:
ψ0 = −Cαβγδlαmβlγmδ, (2.34)
ψ4 = −Cαβγδnαm¯βnγm¯δ, (2.35)
where lµ, nν mµ and m¯µ are the Kinnersley tetrad
legs given in Appendix A. The dynamics of the per-
turbed Weyl scalars on a Schwarzschild background are
described by the BPT equation:
r4
∆
∂2ψ
∂t2
− 1
sin2 θ
∂2ψ
∂ϕ2
−∆−s ∂
∂r
(
∆s+1
∂ψ
∂r
)
− 1
sin θ
∂
∂θ
(
sin θ
∂ψ
∂θ
)
−2is cos θ
sin2 θ
∂ψ
∂ϕ
− 2s
[
m2r
2
∆
− r
]
∂ψ
∂t
+ (s2 cot2 θ − s)ψ = 4pir2T. (2.36)
with
∆ ≡ r2 − 2m2r. (2.37)
Here, for s = +2
ψ = ψ0, T = 2T0 (2.38)
5and for s = −2
ψ = %−4ψ4, T = 2%−4 T4, (2.39)
while the source terms are
T0 = (δ + $¯ − α¯− 3β − 4τ)×
[(D − 2− 2%¯)T13 − (δ + $¯ − 2α¯− 2β)T11]
+ (D − 3+ ¯− 4%− %¯)×
[(δ + 2$¯ − 2β)T13 − (D − 2+ 2¯− 2%¯)T33] ,
(2.40)
T4 = (∆ + 3γ − γ¯ + 4µ+ µ¯)×[
(δ¯ − 2τ¯ + 2α)T24 − (∆ + 2γ − 2γ¯ + µ¯)T44
]
+ (δ¯ − τ¯ + β¯ + 3α+ 4$)×[
(∆ + 2γ + 2µ¯)T24 − (δ¯ − τ¯ + 2β¯ + 2α)T22
]
,
(2.41)
where D = lµ∂µ, ∆ = n
µ∂µ and δ = m
µ∂µ. Here Tij
are the Kinersley-tetrad projections of the point particle
source. Now and henceforth we will focus on the s = 2
solutions for ψ0 (a similar procedure could be followed
with ψ4 since it contains the same information as ψ0).
This equation is fully separable by means of a Fourier
transform and projection over spin-weighted spherical
harmonics. Due to the double-periodicity of the eccentric
orbits the Fourier transform reduces to a Fourier series
labelled by the discrete frequencies ω = mΩϕ + nΩr
ψ0(t, r, θ, ϕ) =
∑
`m
ψ`m0 (t, r) 2Y`m(θ, ϕ) , (2.42)
ψ`m0 (t, r) =
∞∑
n=−∞
e−iωt2R`mω(r) . (2.43)
The radial functions sR`mω(r) satisfy[
∆−s
d
dr
(
∆s+1
d
dr
)
+
r4ω2 − 2is(r −m2)r2ω
∆
+4isωr − sλ`m
]
sR`mω(r) = sT`mω, (2.44)
where sλ`m = `(` + 1) − s(s + 1). Assuming a pair of
homogenous solutions sRˆ
+
`mω, sRˆ
−
`mω to the above, the
corresponding inhomogeneous solution is written
2R`mω(r) = c
+
2Rˆ
−
`mω(r) + c
−
2Rˆ
+
`mω(r) (2.45)
where
c+ =
1
W`mn
∫ rp
r
∆22Rˆ
+
`mω(r)T`mω dr, (2.46)
c− =
1
W`mn
∫ r
rp
∆22Rˆ
−
`mω(r)T`mω dr (2.47)
and W`mn = ∆
s+1
(
2Rˆ
+
`mω2Rˆ
−′
`mω − 2Rˆ−`mω2Rˆ+′`mω
)
.
The source term here is
T`mω =
1
T
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
T0e
iωt
2Y
∗
`m(θ, ϕ) sin θ
dt
dχ
dθdϕdχ.
(2.48)
2. Hertz potential and the retarded metric perturbation
As is standard we reconstruct the metric perturbation
by means of an auxiliary function known as the Hertz
potential ΨH , as in for example [45]. In the outgoing
radiation gauge we work in, ΨH satisfies the spin-2 BPT
equation, as well as the angular equation
ψ0 =
1
8
(L4Ψ¯H + 12m2∂tΨH) . (2.49)
Here L4 = L1L0L−1L−2 and Ls = −
(
∂θ − s cot θ +
i csc θ∂ϕ
)
. Spectrally decomposing the Hertz potential
as
ΨH =
∑
`mn
e−iωtΨ`mω 2Y`m(θ, ϕ) (2.50)
Eq. (2.49) can be algebraically inverted to give
Ψ`mω = 8
(−1)mD 2R¯`,−m,−ω + 12im2ω 2R`mω
D2 + 144M2ω2
(2.51)
where D = `(` + 1)(` − 1)(` + 2). The metric is then
obtained from ΨH by applying a set of differential oper-
ators:
hαβ = −%−4{nαnβ(δ¯ − 3α− β¯ + 5$)(δ¯ − 4α+$)
+ m¯αm¯β(∆ + 5µ− 3γ − γ¯)(∆ + µ− 4γ)
− n(αnβ)
[
(δ¯ − 3α+ β¯ + 5$ + τ¯)(∆ + µ− 4γ)
+(∆ + 5µ− µ¯− 3γ − γ¯)(δ¯ − 4α+$)]}ΨH + c.c.,
(2.52)
where c.c. denotes complex conjugation. The first deriva-
tives of the metric which appear in the formula for the
spin precession can then be written in terms of three
derivatives of the inhomogeneous solution (2.45).
Ultimately the decomposition in spin-weighted spheri-
cal harmonics of ψ0, Eq. (2.42), generates a correspond-
ing decomposition of hαβ in tensorial spherical harmon-
ics, with ` (together with the parity) labelling each ir-
reducible representation of the rotation group. In turn,
this generates a corresponding decomposition of the spin-
precession ψ. We shall often refer to the irreducible pieces
of these decompositions as “ `-modes”.
III. POST-NEWTONIAN APPROACH
We now wish to proceed with the calculation laid out
in the previous sections analytically, using a PN assump-
tion that the orbital separation between the two bodies
is large, i.e. p  1. For simplicity, we will additionally
assume small eccentricities (e  1), and so our results
will appear as double expansions in e and 1/p.
In practice, to achieve the required accuracy of the spin
precession invariant we will work to 7 orders in 1/p and 6
orders in e. This will yield the result to 5 PN orders and
6accurate to order e2 (since the invariant is defined as the
ratio of two angles one loses two powers of e throughout
the calculation, i.e. e4 accuracy is needed for e2 results).
Our extra orders are kept to reduce potential systematic
errors.
A. Background orbit
The various background orbital elements of II B can
be easily calculated in the PN regime, see e.g. [15]. For
example the orbital period, T , can be calculated by ex-
panding (2.14)
dtp
dχ
= p3/2
[(
1− 2e cosχ+ 3e2 cos2 χ+O(e3))
+ 3
(
1− e cosχ+ e2 cos2 χ+O(e3))1
p
+O (p−2) ]
(3.1)
and integrating order by order. This can be extended
with ease to the desired orders in 1/p and e. Repeating
this for
dϕp
dχ , we can obtain the two orbital frequencies
m2Ωr =
(
1− e2
p
)3/2 [
1− 31− e
2
p
+O(p−2)
]
(3.2)
m2Ωϕ =
(
1− e2
p
)3/2 [
1 + 3
e2
p
+O(p−2)
]
(3.3)
These are equivalent in the Newtonian limit.
B. PN-expanded BPT equation
Before we compute the perturbed orbital elements we
need the self-force and thus the metric perturbation and
its derivatives. For our set of homogeneous solutions we
use exactly those described in Ref. [47], with the rotation
parameter a limiting to zero. That is, dropping the s = 2
subscript and translating notation,
Rˆ
+/−
`mω = R
up/in
`mω (a→ 0). (3.4)
Note that while the computation of [47] is aimed at cir-
cular orbits, the homogeneous solutions obtained therein
are derived with only the assumptions that the orbital ra-
dius is large and that the frequency scales as ω∼ r−3/2.
Both of the assumptions are satisfied in our current study,
as can be seen explicitly by Eq. (3.3).
We would also like to emphasise the nature of these so-
lutions as a function of `. Since the regularised self force
is convergent in `, in numerical studies of the self force a
finite number of ` values are computed, which amounts
to some corresponding accuracy when computing the full
sum over spherical harmonics, as in say Eq. (2.42). In
the case of post-Newtonian expansions, the situation is
somewhat different. It turns out one can compute homo-
geneous solutions leaving ` as a parameter, the drawback
being that they typically breakdown for low `. Thus
the strategy is to compute explicit PN expansions for
` = 2 . . . 6, the rest being captured by the general ex-
pansions. Typically as one increases the order of our PN
expansion more low `’s are needed.
As a particular example we will run through the pro-
cedure with ` = 2. In Sec.II B of [47], the homogeneous
solutions to the radial Teukolsky equation are computed
(similarly to Ref. [49]) as expansions in η = 1c with co-
efficients in terms of the two variables X1 = GM/r, and√
X2 = ωr. These expansions are simplified by writing
them as a product of an exponential factor with radial
dependence entirely contained in logarithmic terms, and
a remaining series in η. After limiting a→ 0 these are
Rˆ+`=2mω =−
72iX41η
7
√
X2
(
1 + i
√
X2η +
(
5X1 − X2
2
)
η2
− 1
6
iX
3/2
2 η
3 +
(
120X21
7
+
7X1X2
2
+
X22
24
)
η4
)
+O(η12) (3.5)
Rˆ−`=2,mω =
3
2
− i
√
X2η − 11X2
28
η2 +
3
28
iX
3/2
2 η
3
+
(
−37X1X2
42
+
23X22
1008
)
η4 +O(η5) (3.6)
These solutions, while coming from usual Mano-Suzuki-
Takasugi (MST) expansions, have been normalised to re-
move certain radius independent factors that are unim-
portant for constructing the inhomogeneous solution.
The solutions can now be converted to series expansions
in 1/p and e as a function of χ by using Eqs. (2.12) and
(3.3) with the frequency ω = mΩϕ + nΩr i.e. by eval-
uating (3.5),(3.6) at the position of the particle for the
relevant frequency values. In the above, the η factors
are simply an order counting tool and in practice can be
dropped when converting to the expansion in 1/p. For
now we will hold off on fully switching to p, e and χ and
instead swap p for the dimensionless frequency variable
y ≡ (m2Ωϕ)2/3. (3.7)
The resulting double expansion in y and e for our example
is
7Rˆ+`=2,mω =
(
1 + 5e cosχ+O(e2)) y5 + (i(m+ n) + 4i(m+ n)e cosχ+O(e2)) y11/2 + (5− 1
2
(m+ n)2
+
(
30− 3
2
(m+ n)2
)
e cosχ+O(e2)
)
y6 −
(
3in+
1
6
i(m+ n)3 +
(
12in+
1
3
i(m+ n)3
)
e cosχ+O(e2)
)
y13/2
+O(y7) (3.8)
Rˆ−`=2,mω =
3
2
+
(−i(m+ n) + i(m+ n)e cosχ+O(e2)) y1/2 + (−11
28
(m+ n)2 +
11
14
(m+ n)2e cosχ+O(e2)
)
y
+
(
3
2
(
2in+
1
14
i(m+ n)3
)
+
3
2
(
−2in− 3
14
i(m+ n)3
)
e cosχ+O(e2)
)
y3/2 +O(y2) (3.9)
where we have removed a constant factor from R+`mω.
C. Hertz potential and retarded metric
perturbation
The modes of the Hertz potential and thus the met-
ric perturbation are then straightforwardly given using
Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52). The main new feature in this
construction as compared to the circular case is the sum
over the radial frequencies, i.e. the infinite sum over n.
The sum is expected to be exponentially convergent for
the bound geodesics we are considering. This manifests
in the convergence of the small eccentricity expansion.
What one finds is that for an expansion valid to ek, one
needs only to sum n = −k, ..., k with h`mnµν = O(ek+1) for
|n| > k. In other words, to capture higher eccentricity
orbits one needs more and more n-modes.
Computationally speaking the n-sum can be time con-
suming and a potential bottleneck. We find it therefore
more convenient to sum the n-modes of the Hertz poten-
tial to give Ψ`m(t, r) =
∑∞
n=−∞ e
−iωtΨ`mω(r). We must
also compute the n-sum for each of the t derivatives that
then appear in (2.52), for example
∂tΨ`m(t, r) = −i
∞∑
n=−∞
ωe−iωtΨ`m(r). (3.10)
as well as the relevant r derivatives (which are obtained
from Eq. (2.51)). With these in hand the metric pertur-
bation as a function of ` and m is more or less trivially
computed. For instance, using Eq. (2.52)
h`mtt =
1
8
(r − 2m2)2
(
∂2θ 2Y`m(θ, ϕ) + 2m∂θ 2Y`m(θ, ϕ)
+ (m2 − 2) 2Y`m(θ, ϕ)
)
Ψ`m(t, r) (3.11)
(which can be recognized as being a pure scalar har-
monic). Each metric component and its derivatives are
in practice evaluated here at the position of the particle.
At this stage we sum over m to get h`µν =
∑`
m=−` h
`m
µν .
As will be discussed in more detail below, the singular
nature of hµν(t, r, θ, ϕ) in the vicinity of the source world-
line requires us to separately evaluate the two different
radial limits r → r±p , from above or below, of the modes.
These limits are indicated below by a ± subscript: e.g.
h`µν,±, or F
`
µ,±.
For ease of reading we omit explicit expressions for
each of the components of the metric and their first order
partial derivatives.
D. Perturbed geodesic and self-force
Before calculating the perturbed orbit quantities δE ,
δL and δur we must explicitly compute the t and ϕ com-
ponents of the conservative self-force. The self-force is
given by [50]
Fµ = Pµνλρ(2hνλ;ρ − hλρ;ν), (3.12)
Pµνλρ = −1
2
(gµν + uµuν)uλuρ.
where the covariant derivatives here are taken with re-
spect to the background metric. Formally this equation
requires the regularised metric perturbation; we will how-
ever use it with the `-modes of the retarded metric and
leave regularization to later.
At linear order in the mass ratio we can uniquely define
the dissipative and conservative parts of the self-force via
Fµdiss =
1
2
(Fµ[hretµν ]− Fµ[hadvµν ]), (3.13)
Fµcons =
1
2
(Fµ[hretµν ] + F
µ[hadvµν ]). (3.14)
Noting the symmetry relation of Eq. (2.80) of [51], the
authors of [52] rewrote these for the case of equatorial
geodesics purely in terms of the retarded solution:
Fµdiss =
1
2
(Fµret(τ)− (µ)Fµret(−τ)) (3.15)
Fµcons =
1
2
(Fµret(τ) + (µ)F
µ
ret(−τ)), (3.16)
8where (µ) = (−1, 1, 1,−1). With our parameterization Fµret(τ→−τ) ≡ Fµret(χ→ −χ). We compute this analyt-
ically, e.g. for ` = 2 we have
q−1F const,+ =
(
3e sin(χ) + 3e2 sin(2χ) +O(e3)) p−5/2 + (−85
14
e sin(χ)− 127
14
e2 sin(2χ) +O(e3)
)
p−7/2 +O(p−9/2) ,
(3.17)
q−1F consϕ,+ =
(
−9
7
e sin(χ)− 9
7
e2 sin(2χ) +O(e3)
)
p−2 +
(
1237
126
e sin(χ) +
114
7
e2 sin(2χ) +O(e3)
)
p−3 +O(p−4) .
(3.18)
In this double expansion the corresponding integrals needed for Eq. (2.32) are trivially computed order by order.
Explicitly,
δE+BS =
(
3
2
+ 3e cos(χ) +O(e2)
)
p−1 +
(
1
14
− 11
7
e cos(χ) +O(e2)
)
p−2 +O(p−3), (3.19)
δL+BS =
3
2
√
p+
(
1
14
+
9
7
e cos(χ) +O(e2)
)
p−1/2 +O(p−3/2), (3.20)
and the corresponding δur,+BS is found using the normalisation condition.
Eq. (2.25) is now straightforwardly computed here to
give the ` = 2 values
δΨ˙+ =
(
3
2
+ 3 cosχe+O(e2)
)
p−3/2
−
(
19
28
+
11
7
cosχe+O(e2
)
p−5/2 +O(p−3) ,
δΨ˙− =− (1 + 2 cosχe+O(e2))p−3/2
+
4
7
(
1 + 6 cosχe+O(e2)p−5/2 +O(p−3) .
(3.21)
The integration of Eq. (2.24) is as usual applied order by
order.
The only remaining perturbed quantities are the fre-
quency shifts δΩr, δΩϕ which appear in (2.9). Using
Eq. (75)-(76) of [40] (without the α factor) we find
m2δΩ
+
r =
(
3
2
− 9
4
e2
)
p−3/2
+
(
− 115
28
+
575
56
e2 +O(e4)
)
p−5/2 +O(p−7/2)
m2δΩ
+
ϕ =
(
3
2
− 9
4
e2
)
p−3/2
+
(
− 103
28
+
77
8
e2 +O(e4)
)
p−5/2 +O(p−7/2)
(3.22)
Using Eq. (2.9) we give illustrative sample expansions for
the retarded ∆ψ for ` = 2:
∆ψ+`=2 =
43
48
p−1 −
(
2047
1008
+
1427
1008
e2
)
p−2 +O(p−3) ,
∆ψ−`=2 =
43
48
p−1 −
(
5827
1008
+
1427
1008
e2
)
p−2 +O(p−3) .
(3.23)
Let us also give sample expansions for the generic ` ex-
pressions. This are valid for all ` greater than a value
determined by the given PN order (see Sec II B. of
Ref. [35]). These are useful for clearly seeing the diver-
gent behaviour discussed in the next sections
∆ψ+` =
3
(
1 + 7`+ 7`2
)
4(−1 + 2`)(3 + 2`)p
−1 +
(
3
(
1920− 1197`− 852`2 + 120`3 − 653`4 − 402`5 + 90`6 + 64`7)
16`(1 + `)(−3 + 2`)(−1 + 2`)(3 + 2`)(5 + 2`)
− 3
(−480− 102`− 466`2 − 583`3 + 71`4 + 435`5 + 145`6) e2
32`(1 + `)(−3 + 2`)(−1 + 2`)(3 + 2`)(5 + 2`)
)
p−2 +O(p−3) ,
∆ψ−` =
3
(
1 + 7`+ 7`2
)
4(−1 + 2`)(3 + 2`)p
−1 +
(
− 3
(−1920 + 1377`+ 1104`2 − 848`3 − 467`4 + 402`5 + 358`6 + 64`7)
16`(1 + `)(−3 + 2`)(−1 + 2`)(3 + 2`)(5 + 2`)
9− 3
(−480− 102`− 466`2 − 583`3 + 71`4 + 435`5 + 145`6) e2
32`(1 + `)(−3 + 2`)(−1 + 2`)(3 + 2`)(5 + 2`)
)
p−2 +O(p−3) .
(3.24)
E. Regularization and completion of the metric
perturbation
1. Metric completion (non-radiative multipoles ` ≤ 1)
The reconstructed retarded metric perturbation
obtained by the CCK procedure laid out in the pre-
vious section is well known to give the full metric
perturbation modulo perturbations to the spacetime
due to the mass and angular momentum of the small
body. In Schwarzschild spacetime this amounts to the
absence of the spherical harmonic ` = 0, 1 modes in the
reconstructed metric. We include these modes using the
corrected Regge-Wheeler-Zerrili low multipoles given
in Appendix A of [15]. Ultimately, the contribution of
these modes to the spin precession is, at leading orders,
∆ψ+`=0 =
− 34 + 3e
2
4
p2
+
− 7316 + 45e
2
8 +O(e4)
p3
+O(p−4) ,
∆ψ−`=0 =
− 34 + 3e
2
2
p3
+
− 9716 + 199e
2
16 +O
(
e4
)
p4
+O(p−5) ,
(3.25)
∆ψ+`=1 =
1
p
+
9
2 − e2
p2
+
163
8 − 6e2 +O(e4)
p3
+O(p−4) ,
∆ψ−`=1 =
1
p
+
9
4 +
5e2
4
p2
+
143
16 +
51e2
8 +O(e4)
p3
+O(p−4) .
(3.26)
2. Regularization
So far in the calculation we have been constructing
the `-modes of the spin precession invariant from the
retarded metric perturbation. The full retarded metric
perturbation is, however, a singular quantity due to the
point particle delta function source term. This singular
nature manifests itself as a direction-dependent divergent
sum over `-modes (each individual `-mode being, how-
ever, finite), which for our spin-precession invariant takes
the following form for large values of `
∆ψ`→∞± = ±A∞ (2`+ 1) +B∞ +O(`−2). (3.27)
Here, the sign of the A∞ term is dependent on whether
one takes the limit r → r±p from above or below. By
definition, the two coefficients A∞ and B∞ parametriz-
ing the large-` singular behavior Eq. (3.27) of ∆ψ are
independent of `. [We have shown above (see, e.g., Eq.
(3.24)) how our PN-expanded method allows us to ana-
lytically extract the values of A∞ and B∞.]
Calculating the regularized finite value for ∆ψ involves
calculating, and subtracting out, the `-modes of the cor-
responding singular piece ∆ψS of ∆ψ, say
∆ψS`,± = ±AS (2`+ 1) +BS. (3.28)
Detweiler and Whiting [37] have shown how to define
the singular pieces of hSµν , h
S
µν,λ, and thereby ∆ψ
S, in
the Lorenz gauge. Recently, Ref. [53] emphasized that,
when using (as we do here, following most of the analyt-
ical work on SF corrections to gauge-invariant quantities
starting with Ref. [23]) a decomposition of hµν in tensor-
harmonics `-modes, there are subtleties concerning the
value of the coefficient AS of (2` + 1) in Eq. (3.28). In-
deed, while the value of BS was found to be independent
of ` (and therefore equal to the large-` value B∞ entering
Eq. (3.27)), Ref. [53] found that the value of AS stabi-
lized to its asymptotic value A∞ only when when ` ≥ 2.
The (nonradiative) modes ` = 0, 1 involve AS coefficients
that differ from A∞. This difference comes from the pe-
culiar low-` dependence of certain radial derivatives of
hµν , such as htϕ,r or hϕϕ,r, see notably Eqs. (6.11j) and
(6.11l) in Ref. [53]. [Although the mentioned equations
deal with the case of circular orbits, nothing fundamen-
tally changes in the eccentric orbit case, and the same
conclusions hold.]
In the Lorenz gauge, the correct regularized spin-
precession invariant would then be given by
∆ψ =
∞∑
`=0
(
∆ψ`± −∆ψ`,±S
)
=
∞∑
`=0
(
∆ψ`± ∓AS (2`+ 1)−BS
)
.
(3.29)
This result can be simplified by working with the average
over the limits r → rp from both sides, thereby avoiding
the need to keep track of the low ` dependence of AS,
and being able to use the value of B∞ extracted from
the large ` behavior of ∆ψ, Eq. (3.27):
∆ψ =
∞∑
`=0
(
1
2
(
∆ψ`,+ + ∆ψ`,−
)−B∞) . (3.30)
There is one remaining subtlety, which is that the regu-
larization procedure explained above was derived in the
Lorenz gauge while our calculation of the tensorial `
modes was done in a radiation gauge. There are two
ways to deal with this additional subtlety. On the one
hand, as was shown by Barack and Ori in the case of
the gravitational self-force [54], the procedure should also
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work in a gauge which can be reached from Lorenz gauge
by a gauge transformation of a smooth enough nature.
The radiation gauge we work in does not, however, fall
within this class (for a discussion of the singular struc-
ture of the various radiation gauges we refer the reader to
[55]). Much work has been focussed recently on formally
defining the correct regularization procedure in radiation
gauge. The strategy employed is to construct a gauge
transformation ξµ which is defined locally in the vicinity
of the worldline, and which can be used to transform from
the radiation gauge to a “locally Lorenz” gauge. It is then
argued that this generates a correction to the mode-sum
formula, Eq. (3.29), which has an overall sign that differs
on either side of the r → rp limit. A straightforward
solution, then, is to take the average of both limits (as
we are doing), thus eliminating the troublesome singular
gauge contribution.
On the other hand, it is likely that a much simpler
solution resolves the issue in our case. The quantity we
are computing is a gauge invariant, and so we are free
to use the regularization procedure derived in the Lorenz
gauge (with averaging to compensate for the fact that
we are not decomposing into scalar spherical harmonics)
and apply it to any other gauge in the same invariance
class. We stress the point, however, for two reasons: (i)
while we have partially checked the correctness of this
fact (notably by checking the continuity of ∆ψ`±−∆ψ`,±S
across r = rp), we have not analytically shown that ∆ψ
is invariant under the transformation from Lorenz to ra-
diation gauge; and (ii) things would not be so straight-
forward if one were interested in computing non-gauge-
invariant quantities such as the self-force (in which case
a more careful analysis along the lines of Ref. [55] may
be required).
Finally, taking the large-` limit of our expression (3.24)
(to all orders we computed) we can read off the A∞ and
B∞ coefficients:
A∞ =
3
8
p−2 +
(
49
32
− 27e
2
32
+O(e4)
)
p−3 +
(
1007
128
− 221e
2
32
+O(e4)
)
p−4 +
(
23441
512
− 25437e
2
512
+O(e4)
)
p−5
+
(
575983
2048
− 354297e
2
1024
+O(e4)
)
p−6 +O(p−7) (3.31)
B∞ =
21
16
p−1 +
(
−201
128
− 435e
2
512
+O(e4)
)
p−2 +
(
529
1024
− 1155e
2
1024
+O(e4)
)
p−3 +
(
152197
16384
− 352849e
2
65536
+O(e4)
)
p−4
+
(
17145445
262144
− 5100243e
2
131072
+O(e4)
)
p−5 +
(
886692225
2097152
− 2456459237e
2
8388608
+O(e4)
)
p−6 +O(p−7). (3.32)
Although we do not use the A∞ parameter due to our
averaging, we have checked that both of these expres-
sions agree with independently calculated AS and BS .
These were computed from expansions in p and e of the
singular metric perturbation calculated using the meth-
ods described in [53, 56, 57] with a projection onto scalar
spherical harmonics. This provides a valuable check that
our radiative modes (` ≥ 2) are demonstrating the cor-
rect singular behaviour.
F. Spin-precession invariant
Upon regularization, our generic-` terms can be seen
analytically to converge as `−2. This allows us to explic-
itly compute the infinite series over `, giving one of our
main results
∆ψ =− p−1 +
(
9
4
+ e2
)
p−2 +
((
739
16
− 123pi
2
64
)
+
(
341
16
− 123pi
2
256
)
e2 +O(e4)
)
p−3 +
((
− 587831
2880
+
1256γ
15
+
31697pi2
6144
+
296 log(2)
15
+
729 log(3)
5
− 628 log(p)
15
)
+
(
− 164123
480
+
536γ
5
− 23729pi
2
4096
+
11720 log(2)
3
− 10206 log(3)
5
− 268 log(p)
5
)
e2 +O(e4)
)
p−4 +
((
− 48221551
19200
− 22306γ
35
+
2479221pi2
8192
+
22058 log(2)
105
− 31347 log(3)
28
+
11153 log(p)
35
)
+
(
− 164123
480
+
536γ
5
− 23729pi
2
4096
+
11720 log(2)
3
− 10206 log(3)
5
11
− 268 log(p)
5
)
e2 +O(e4)
)
p−5 +
(
49969pi
315
+
319609pi
630
e2 +O(e4)
)
p−11/2 +
((
− 1900873914203
101606400
− 344021γ
1890
+
7230119267pi2
2359296
− 7335303pi
4
131072
− 2514427 log(2)
270
+
234009 log(3)
70
+
9765625 log(5)
9072
+
344021 log(p)
3780
)
+
(
− 464068669129
5080320
− 2508913γ
945
+
32088966503pi2
2359296
− 146026515pi
4
1048576
+
273329813 log(2)
945
− 159335343 log(3)
8960
− 17193359375 log(5)
145152
+
2508913 log(p)
1890
)
e2 +O(e4)
)
p−6 +O
(
p−13/2
)
. (3.33)
We could perform several checks on our result Eq.
(3.33). First, the first three terms of our expansion
can be seen immediately to agree with the coefficients
of p−1, p−2, p−3 derived in Ref. [36].
Second, we have compared the numerical values pre-
dicted by our analytical result Eq. (3.33) to the numeri-
cal estimates of ∆ψ obtained in Ref. [36]. More precisely,
Table II in Ref. [36] lists a sample of numerical estimates
∆ψnum(pi, ek) of ∆ψ(p, e), together with estimates of the
corresponding numerical error σnum(pi, ek). This sample
includes nineteen values, 10 ≤ pi ≤ 100, of the semi-
latus rectum p, and, for each value of p, nine values of
e, namely: ek = 0.050 + 0.025k , k = 0, 1, . . . , 8. As our
main aim was to compare the eccentricity dependence of
these numerical data to the one predicted by our analyt-
ical result Eq. (3.33), we extracted a numerical estimate
of the O(e2) contribution, say e2∆ψ(2)(p), in ∆ψ(p, e),
∆ψ(p, e) = ∆ψ(0)(p)+e2∆ψ(2)(p)+e4∆ψ(4)(p)+O(e6) ,
(3.34)
in the following way. First, we used the analyti-
cal knowledge of the leading-order O(e4) contribution,
e4∆ψe
4
LO(p) = − 12e4p−3 (derived in Ref. [36]) to work
with the O(e4)-corrected1 inclusion of numerical data
∆ψnum
′
(pi, ek) ≡ ∆ψnum(pi, ek) − e4k∆ψe
4
LO(pi). Then,
we fitted, for each value of pi the nine numerical data
∆ψnum
′
(pi, ek); k = 0, 1, . . . , 8 to a linear function of e
2,
say
∆ψfit(pi, ek) = mi e
2
k + qi . (3.35)
We used a least-squares fit, weighted by the (in-
verse squares of the) corresponding numerical errors
σnum(pi, ek) listed in Table II of [36]. This fitting proce-
dure gave us (for each pi) estimates of mi(≈ ∆ψ(2)(pi))
and qi(≈ ∆ψ(0)(pi)), together with corresponding fitting
errors (obtained from the covariance matrix). In addi-
tion, the goodness of each fit is measured by the corre-
sponding reduced χ2red(pi) = χ
2
min/(Ndata−Nparam), with
Ndata = 9 and Nparam = 2.
1 We have checked that taking into account a next-to-leading-order
O(e4) contribution, e4∆ψe4NLO(p) = cNLO e4p−4, with |cNLO| ≤
3 did not significantly change our results.
TABLE I. Comparison between the values mthy(p), predicted
by our analytical result Eq. (3.33), of the coefficient of e2 in
∆ψ(p, e) = q(p) +m(p)e2 +O(e4), to the numerical estimates
mnum(p) of m(p) obtained by least-squares fitting the numer-
ical data for ∆ψ(p, e) obtained in Ref.[36]. The last entry is
the ratio (3.36) between the difference mnum −mthy and our
estimate of the total error σtotm ≡
√
(σnumm )2 + (σ
thy
m )2 on m.
See text for more details (notably about the estimates of the
errors σthym and σ
num
m ).
p χ2red m
num(σnumm ) m
thy(σthym ) rm
10 0.221 2.83892(11)×10−2 3.9(2.1)×10−2 -0.50
15 4.119 9.12787(61)×10−3 10.0(1.9)×10−3 -0.45
20 2.591 4.40237(32)×10−3 4.54(34)×10−3 -0.41
25 0.0357 2.561664(35)×10−3 2.956(92)×10−3 -0.38
30 0.867 1.66508(23)×10−3 1.677(31)×10−3 -0.37
35 0.646 1.16553(20)×10−3 1.170(12)×10−3 -0.33
40 0.372 8.5943(13)×10−4 8.611(56)×10−4 -0.30
45 0.102 6.58803(62)×10−4 6.597(28)×10−4 -0.32
50 0.227 5.20356(82)×10−4 5.211(15)×10−4 -0.48
55 0.481 4.2124(14)×10−4 4.2171(85)×10−4 -0.55
60 1.249 3.4798(15)×10−4 3.4813(50)×10−4 -0.29
65 3.630 2.9178(37)×10−4 2.9215(31)×10−4 -0.75
70 1.800 2.4793(43)×10−4 2.4859(20)×10−4 -1.40
75 3.113 2.1347(49)×10−4 2.1405(13)×10−4 -1.14
80 6.313 1.8583(90)×10−4 1.86200(91)×10−4 -0.41
85 4.832 1.6289(97)×10−4 1.63430(64)×10−4 -0.56
90 1.707 1.4552(39)×10−4 1.44578(45)×10−4 2.42
95 3.687 1.292(10)×10−4 1.28797(33)×10−4 0.37
100 1.882 1.130(14)×10−4 1.15456(24)×10−4 -1.70
The results for our estimates of the e2 slope mi ≈
∆ψ(2)(pi) are given in Table I below.
Namely, the first four entries of Table I are: pi,
χ2red(pi), the numerical estimate m
num
i of the slope mi ≈
∆ψ(2)(pi) obtained from our fit, and the corresponding
theoretical prediction mthyi ≡ ∆ψ(2)PN(pi), as obtained
from our PN-expanded analytical result Eq. (3.33). In
addition, we have indicated in parentheses, both for the
numerical estimates of mi, and their theoretical ones, es-
timates of the corresponding uncertainties in their val-
ues. The estimates of the numerical uncertainty on
mnumi was obtained by renormalizing the fitting error
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by a factor
√
χ2red(pi). Indeed, though the goodness-
of-fit parameters χ2red(pi) were always (as tabulated)
of order unity, they were not always numerically close
to 1. In view of the difficulty, in numerical SF com-
putations, to accurately estimate the numerical error,
we considered that a value of χ2red(pi) different from 1
indicated an inaccurate estimate of the numerical er-
rors σnum(pi, ek), which we (coarsely) corrected by mul-
tiplying σnumm (pi, ek) (and correlatively σ
fit
mi) by a fac-
tor
√
χ2red(pi). Concerning the theoretical error σ
thy
mi ,
it was estimated by the value of the last analytically
computed contribution to ∆ψ(2)(pi) in Eq. (3.33), i.e.
σthym (p) = |(18101.8418 + 1327.467196 ln(p))1/p6|.
Finally, the last entry in Table I displays the values of
the ratios
rmi ≡
mnumi −mthyi
σtotmi
, (3.36)
where σtoti ≡
√
(σnummi )
2 + (σthymi )
2 is an estimate of the
combined numerical-analytical error on mi ≈ ∆ψ(2)(pi).
The most significant fact (for our purpose) in Table I is
that the values of the latter ratios are all of order unity.
This is a valuable, independent check on our analytical
computations.
Our fitting procedure has also given use numerical esti-
mates of qi ≈ ∆ψ(0)(pi) that we have satisfactorily com-
pared (with corresponding ratios rqi ≡ (qnumi −qthyi )/σtotqi
found to be of order unity) to the 9.5PN current analyti-
cal knowledge of ∆ψ(0)(p) (given in Appendix A of [36]).
[We recall (see the end of section IV for more details) that
∆ψ(0)(p) = lime→0 ∆ψ(p, e) differs from ∆ψcirc(p), and
that the difference ∆ψ(p, e→ 0)−∆ψcirc(p) was related
in Section IIIB of [36] to the EOB function ρ(x) measur-
ing periastron precession. While ∆ψcirc(p) is known to
very high PN orders [35, 58], ρ(x) is currently known to
the 9.5-PN level [59].]
IV. IMPROVING THE SPIN-ORBIT SECTOR
OF THE EOB HAMILTONIAN
In this section, we shall show how to transcribe the
new SF results contained in Eq. (3.33) above into an
improved knowledge of the spin-orbit sector of the EOB
Hamiltonian. The inclusion of spin couplings in the EOB
Hamiltonian was initiated in Ref. [8] and developed in
Refs. [3, 19, 20, 34, 60–70]. Here, we will focus on the
case of non-precessing spins (parallel or antiparallel to
the orbital angular momentum), and only consider effects
linear in spins. Following the formulation of Refs. [60,
66], the spin-orbit couplings are described by two phase-
space-dependent gyrogravitomagnetic ratios gS and gS∗.
We would like to emphasise that throughout this sec-
tion all coordinate variables will be referring to EOB vari-
ables which, despite overlapping labelling, are not to be
confused with those of the previous section. For example
we will encounter an EOB eccentricity e, which is distinct
to that used in Eq. (3.33) to parameterize the noncircular
dependence of the SF spin precession invariant. To avoid
issues when relating the EOB spin precession function to
its previous SF version, we shall henceforth relabel all
independent variables from the previous section with an
additional overbar, i.e. the variables entering Eq. (3.33)
will be now written as p¯ and e¯. In addition, in order to
better explicate the introduction of various dimensionless
quantities in the EOB formalism, we shall often return,
in this section, to the use of physical units where G and
c are not set to unity.
A. EOB notation and reminders
Let us first recall the standard EOB results and nota-
tion, which we shall follow here. The total Hamiltonian
of the system is expressed as
H(R,P,S1,S2) = Mc
2
√
1 + 2ν
(
Heff
µc2
− 1
)
≡Mc2h ,
(4.1)
where (with the convention m1 < m2, and m1  m2 in
the extreme-mass-ratio limit)
M = m1 +m2 , µ =
m1m2
(m1 +m2)
, ν =
µ
M
=
m1m2
(m1 +m2)2
,
(4.2)
and where the effective EOB Hamiltonian Heff is decom-
posed as
Heff = H
O
eff +H
SO
eff . (4.3)
Here
HOeff = c
2
√
A
(
µ2c2 + P2 +
(
1
B
− 1
)
P 2R +Q
)
, (4.4)
denotes the orbital part of the effective Hamiltonian, ex-
pressed in terms of the squared linear momentum
P2 =
P 2R
B
+
L2
R2
=
P 2R
B
+
P 2φ
R2
, (4.5)
with L = R×P denoting the orbital angular momentum
(with magnitude L ≡ Pφ), and in terms of the EOB radial
potentials parametrizing the effective metric (specialized
here to equatorial motions)
ds2(eff) = g
(eff)
µν dX
µdXν = −Ac2dT 2eff +BdR2 +R2dφ2 .
(4.6)
The last (quartic in momenta) contribution Q on the
right-hand-side (rhs) of Eq. (4.4) will be defined below.
In addition
HSOeff = G
phys
S L · S +GphysS∗ L · S∗ (4.7)
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denotes the spin-orbit part of the effective Hamiltonian,
expressed in terms of the following two symmetric com-
bination of the spin vectors S1 and S2 of the system
S = S1 + S2 , S∗ =
m2
m1
S1 +
m1
m2
S2 . (4.8)
In the parallel-spin case that we consider here L · S =
LS = PφS and L · S∗ = LS∗ = PφS∗. It is convenient to
work with the following dimensionless, rescaled variables
r =
c2R
GM
,u =
GM
c2R
≡ 1
r
, j ≡ pφ = cPφ
GMµ
, pr =
PR
µc
,
(4.9)
and quantities
Hˆ(eff) =
H(eff)
µc2
≡ HˆO(eff) + HˆSO(eff)
gS = R
3GphysS , gS∗ = RR
2
cG
phys
S∗ (4.10)
where R2c = R
2+O(spin2) [66]. Here, as we work linearly
in spins, we can neglect the spin quadratic contribution
to R2c . In the following, we shall sometimes set, for sim-
plicity, the velocity of light to 1.
B. Present knowledge of the EOB
gyrogravitomagnetic ratios gS and gS∗
Let us describe the present knowledge of the two
(phase-space-dependent) dimensionless gyrogravitomag-
netic ratios gS and gS∗. First, from the PN-expanded
point of view, gS and gS∗ are known at the next-to-next-
to-leading-order (NNLO) level [63, 64]
gPNS (u, pr, pφ) = 2 + η
2
[
−5
8
νu− 27
8
νp2r
]
+ η4
[
ν
(
−51
4
u2 − 21
2
up2r +
5
8
p4r
)
+ ν2
(
−1
8
u2 +
23
8
up2r +
35
8
p4r
)]
+O(η6) ,
gPNS∗ (u, pr, pφ) =
3
2
+ η2
[
−9
8
u− 15
8
p2r + ν
(
−3
4
u− 9
4
p2r
)]
+ η4
[
−27
16
u2 +
69
16
up2r +
35
16
p4r
+ν
(
−39
4
u2 − 9
4
up2r +
5
2
p4r
)
+ ν2
(
− 3
16
u2 +
57
16
up2r +
45
16
p4r
)]
+O(η6) . (4.11)
Here η ∼ 1/c is a place-holder for keeping track of the
PN order, which we shall generally ignore in the follow-
ing. The values of gS and gS∗ cited above have been ex-
pressed in the Damour-Jaranowski-Schaefer (DJS) spin
gauge [60, 71], which is defined so that these quantities
do not actually depend on pφ.
Note that, at the PN order indicated above, gS and gS∗
depend on the symmetric mass ratio ν in the following
way
gS(u, pr, pφ) = 2 + νg
(ν1)
S (u, pr, pφ) + ν
2g
(ν2)
S (u, pr, pφ)
+O(ν3) ,
gS∗(u, pr, pφ) = g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ) + νg
(ν1)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ)
+ν2g
(ν2)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ) +O(ν3) . (4.12)
Analytical gravitational self-force theory allowed one
to improve the knowledge on the first gyrogravitomag-
netic ratio gS , to linear order in ν and for circular orbits.
Namely, Ref. [70] derived (along circular orbits) the PN
expansion of g
(circ)
S (u) = 2 − 58νuδGrescS + O(ν2) to the
7.5PN level, see Eq. (4.3) there. For concreteness, let us
quote here only the first few terms of this expansion
g
(circ)
S (u) =2−
5
8
νu
[
1 +
102
5
u+
(
80399
720
− 241
120
pi2
)
u2
+O(u3)
]
+O(ν2) . (4.13)
Concerning the second gyrogravitomagnetic ratio gS∗,
it was emphasized in Ref.[62] that the ν-independent
piece of gS∗, g
(ν0)
S∗ , could be exactly determined from
considering a spinning particle in an external background
[61]. Taking as external background a Schwarzschild met-
ric (consistently with our working linearly in spins) this
leads to the explicit expression
g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ) =
1
1 +
√
1 + p2φu
2 + (1− 2u)p2r
+
1√
1 + p2φu
2 + (1− 2u)p2r
2
1 + 1√
1−2u
. (4.14)
This exact expression for g
(ν0)
S∗ has introduced an ex-
plicit dependence on pφ, corresponding to being in a
different spin gauge than the DJS one used in the PN-
expanded expressions (4.11).
Gravitational self-force theory allowed, starting in
2014, to acquire new knowledge on spin precession in
extreme-mass-ratio binaries [34, 35, 68, 72]. The knowl-
edge acquired in the latter references was limited to the
case of circular orbits and was transcribed within the
EOB formalism in [34]. When considering circular orbits,
it is natural to decompose gS∗ (within self-force theory)
in the following way
gcircS∗ (u, ν) = g
circ (ν0)
S∗ (u) + νg
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u) +O(ν2) , (4.15)
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where
g
circ (ν0)
S∗ (u) ≡
3
1 + 1√
1−3u
, (4.16)
is defined by replacing pr by 0 and pφ by p
(circ)
φ (u) =
[u(1 − 3u)]−1/2 in (4.14). The additional O(ν) correc-
tion νg
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u) in Eq. (4.15) has been analytically de-
termined as a PN expansion, up to the 9.5PN level in
[34, 68]. [From the analytical results of [35] one could
further determine g
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u) to the 23PN level]. More-
over, Ref. [34], combining analytical knowledge with a
fit to numerical SF data from Ref. [72] [together with
numerical SF data from [73]] derived a simple represen-
tation of g
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u) as a rational function of u in the
interval 0 ≤ u < 13 , see Eqs. (6.39)–(6.40) in Ref. [34].
Let us quote here only the first terms of the PN expansion
of g
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u)
g
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u) =−
3
4
u− 39
4
u2 +
(
41
32
pi2 − 7627
192
)
u3
+
(
− 24 ln(u)− 1017
20
− 1456
15
ln(2)− 48γ
+
23663
2048
pi2
)
u4 +O(u5). (4.17)
See Eq. (A1) in the Appendix of Ref. [68] for the 9.5PN
accurate extension of this expression.
C. Improving the analytical knowledge of gS and
gS∗
In the present paper we shall improve the SF knowl-
edge of gS∗ by computing the O(p2r) corrections to Eq.
(4.15). To this end, let us decompose gS∗ in the following
way
gS∗(u, pr, pφ; ν) = g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ) + ν
[
g1SF0S∗ (u)
+ p2rg
1SF2
S∗ (u) +O(p4r)
]
+ ν2g
(ν2)
S∗ (u)
+O(ν2p2r) +O(ν3) . (4.18)
Here g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ) is the phase-space function defined
in Eq. (4.14) above, while we have written the addi-
tional O(ν) and O(ν2) contributions as pφ-independent
functions of u and pr, expanded in powers of p
2
r. [We
use here the freedom allowed by DJS-type spin gauge
to eliminate any pφ dependence in the O(ν) terms.] In
the following we shall use the SF result Eq. (3.33) to
determine the PN expansions of g1SF0S∗ (u) and g
1SF2
S∗ (u),
namely
g1SF0S∗ (u) =g∗01u+ g∗02u
2 + g∗03u3 +
(
gc∗04 + g
ln
∗04 lnu
)
u4
+ . . .
g1SF2S∗ (u) =g∗20 + g∗21u+ g∗22u
2 +
(
gc∗23 + g
ln
∗23 lnu
)
u3
+
(
gc∗24 + g
ln
∗24 lnu
)
u4 + . . .
g1SF4S∗ (u) =g∗40 + g∗41u+ g∗42u
2 +
(
gc∗43 + g
ln
∗43 lnu
)
u3
+
(
gc∗44 + g
ln
∗44 lnu
)
u4 + . . . . (4.19)
The first step towards the determination of the coeffi-
cients in Eq. (4.19) is to relate the circular limit of Eq.
(4.18) to the previous circular result, Eq. (4.15). Indeed,
the circular limit of (4.18) reads
gS∗(u, pr, pφ)
∣∣∣∣
circ
=g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, 0, p
(circ)
φ (u, ν)) + ν
[
g1SF0S∗ (u)
]
+O(ν2) . (4.20)
where the expression of the ν-dependent value of the
square of p
(circ)
φ (u, ν), which is well known from EOB
theory [5, 25], reads
[p
(circ)
φ (u, ν)]
2 = − ∂uA(u; ν)
∂u(u2A(u; ν))
=
1
u(1− 3u)
[
1− ν 2a(u) + (1− 2u)a
′(u)
2(1− 3u)
]
+O(ν2) . (4.21)
Here A(u; ν) = 1−2u+νa(u)+O(ν2) is the ν-expansion
of the main radial EOB potential A(u; ν) = −g(eff)00 , see
Eq. (4.6). This yields
p
(circ)
φ (u, ν) = j(circ)(u) + νδj(u) +O(ν2) , (4.22)
with
j(circ)(u) =
1√
u(1− 3u) , δj(u) = −
2a(u) + (1− 2u)a′(u)
4
√
u(1− 3u)3/2 .
(4.23)
Inserting this result in Eq. (4.20), we see that the first
term on the rhs contributes an additional O(ν) contribu-
tion, namely
g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, 0, p
(circ)
φ (u, ν)) =
3
1 + 1√
1−3u
+ ν
∂g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, 0, pφ)
∂pφ
∣∣∣∣
pφ=j(circ)
δj(u) +O(ν2).
(4.24)
This implies the following link
g
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u) =
∂g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, 0, pφ)
∂pφ
∣∣∣∣
pφ=j(circ)
δj(u) + g1SF0S∗ (u) ,
(4.25)
which determines the value of g1SF0S∗ (u) from the previ-
ously known results on g
circ (ν1)
S∗ (u), given to 4PN frac-
tional accuracy in Eq. (4.17) and to 9.5PN accuracy in
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Eq. (A1) of Ref. [68]. Let us cite explicitly here only the
first coefficients in the PN expansion (4.19) of g1SF0S∗ (u)
g∗01 = −3
4
g∗02 = −39
4
g∗03 =
41
32
pi2 − 7987
192
gc∗04 = −
11447
120
− 1456
15
ln(2)− 48γ + 26943
2048
pi2
gln∗04 = −24 , (4.26)
leading to
g1SF0S∗ (u) = −
3
4
u− 39
4
u2 +
(
41
32
pi2 − 7987
192
)
u3
+
(
− 24 ln(u)− 11447
120
− 1456
15
ln(2)− 48γ
+
26943
2048
pi2
)
u4 +O(u5) . (4.27)
In a second step, we can determine the coefficients
g∗20, . . . , gln∗24 in the PN expansion, Eq.(4.19), of the
O(p2r) contribution to gS∗(u, pr, pφ), Eq. (4.18). The
technicalities of this determination will be explained in
the next subsection. For clarity, let us quote in advance
the result we shall obtain
g∗20 = −9
4
g∗21 = −9
4
gc∗22 = −
717
32
gln∗22 = 0
gc∗23 =
1447441
960
− 4829
256
pi2 − 16038
5
ln(3) +
46976
15
ln(2)
−512
5
γ
gln∗23 = −
256
5
gc∗24 = −
185195453
38400
+
19162
35
γ +
2097479
8192
pi2
+
454167
20
ln(3)− 1081966
35
ln(2)
gln∗24 = +
9581
35
. (4.28)
Note that only the values of the first two coefficients
were known before, see Eq. (4.11). The results for
g∗22, gc∗23, g
ln
∗23, g
c
∗24 and g
ln
∗24 are new with this work. At
the level O(ν, p4r), instead, the only known coefficient
[63, 64] is
g∗40 =
5
2
, (4.29)
as shown in Eqs. (4.11).
D. EOB computation of Ωr and Ωφ as functions of
energy and angular momentum
We have seen above how SF theory led to a determi-
nation of the functional link between the spin precession
quantity ψ and the two gauge-invariant frequencies of the
orbital motion, Ωr and Ωφ:
ψ(Gm2Ωr, Gm2Ωφ; q) =
ψ0(Gm2Ωr, Gm2Ωφ) + q∆ψ(Gm2Ωr, Gm2Ωφ) +O(q2) ,
(4.30)
where q = m1/m2 = ν + O(ν2). In order to relate
the SF result, Eq. (3.33), on ∆ψ(Gm2Ωr, Gm2Ωφ) to
the PN expansion of the EOB gyrogravitomagnetic ra-
tio gS∗(u, pr, pφ; ν), Eq. (4.18), we need, as a first task,
to compute the functional link predicted by EOB theory
between Ωr and Ωφ and the (gauge-invariant) total en-
ergy Etot and orbital angular momentum L = Pφ of the
corresponding motion of the binary system.
Having in mind the link, Eq. (4.1), between Etot =
H and the effective energy Eeff = Heff (or, equivalently,
Eˆeff = Eeff/(µc2) and Hˆeff = Heff/(µc2)), together with
the definition (4.9) of the rescaled angular momentum j,
our first task will be to compute Ωr and Ωφ as functions
of Eˆeff and j.
The two frequencies we are interested in can be written
as
Ωr =
2pi
T , with T =
∮
dT , (4.31)
and
Ωφ =
Φ
T =
∮
dφ∮
dT
=
∮
φ˙ dT
T . (4.32)
Here T denotes the physical2 time (to be distinguished
from the effective time Teff entering Eq. (4.6)), while
∮
denotes a periapsis-to-periapsis integral.
Using the rescaled quantities (4.9) and (4.10), together
with the dimensionless, rescaled physical time
t =
c3T
GM
, (4.33)
the above frequencies become
GMΩr =
2pi∮
dt
, GMΩφ =
∮
dφ∮
dt
. (4.34)
The time integration in these integrals can be replaced
by radial integration using Hamilton’s equations for the
rescaled radial variable
dr
dt
=
1
ν
∂h
∂pr
, (4.35)
2 T is the standard Schwarzschild-like coordinate time, as observed
at infinity.
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together with Hamilton’s equation for the azimuthal vari-
able
dφ
dt
=
1
ν
∂h
∂j
. (4.36)
In order to turn Eq. (4.35) into a relation of the type
dt = f(r)dr we need the explicit expression of the
(rescaled) radial momentum pr as a function of r. The
latter relation is obtained by writing the law of conser-
vation of energy
Eˆeff = Hˆeff(u, pr, j;S, S∗) =
√
A(u)
(
1 + j2u2 +A(u)D¯(u)p2r + Qˆ
)
+
ju3
M2
(gSS + gS∗S∗) (4.37)
where we replaced the metric potential B = geffRR, Eq.
(4.6), by D¯ ≡ (AB)−1.
As our aim here is to compute the coupling coefficients
gS , gS∗ parametrizing effects linear in spins, it is easily
seen that it is enough to compute Ωr and Ωφ to zeroth
order in spins. In other words, we can neglect the spin-
dependent terms in the energy conservation law (4.37)
and work with the simplified mass-shell condition
Eˆ2eff = A(u)
(
1 + j2u2 +A(u)D¯(u)p2r + Qˆ
)
+O(spin) .
(4.38)
The SF expansions of the EOB potential A, D¯ and
Qˆ = Q/µ2 read
A(u) = 1− 2u+ νa(u) +O(ν2) ,
D¯(u) = 1 + νd¯(u) +O(ν2) ,
Qˆ(u) = νq4(u)p
4
r + νq6(u)p
6
r + νq8(u)p
8
r +O(ν2, p10r ) .
(4.39)
The PN expansions of the first SF-order radial functions
a(u), d¯(u), q4(u), . . . entering the latter equations have
been determined by SF theory to very high PN-orders:
see Refs. [33, 35, 49, 74–77] for a(u), Refs. [14] for d¯(u)
and Refs. [14, 15, 59] for q4(u), q6(u) etc...
For concreteness, let us quote here the beginning of
these expansions
A(u) = 1− 2u+ 2νu3 +
(
94
3
− 41
32
pi2
)
νu4
+
[(
2275
512
pi2 − 4237
60
+
128
5
γ +
256
5
ln(2)
)
ν +
(
41
32
pi2 − 221
6
)
ν2 +
64
5
ν ln(u)
]
u5 +O(u6)
D¯(u) = 1 + 6νu2 + (52ν − 6ν2)u3 +
[(
−533
45
− 23761
1536
pi2 +
1184
15
γ − 6496
15
ln 2 +
2916
5
ln 3
)
ν
+
(
123
16
pi2 − 260
)
ν2 +
592
15
ν ln(u)
]
u4 +O(u5)
Qˆ(u, pr) =
[
2 (4− 3ν) νu2 +
((
−5308
15
+
496256
45
ln 2− 33048
5
ln 3
)
ν − 83ν2 + 10ν3
)
u3 +O(u4)
]
p4r
+
[(
−827
3
− 2358912
25
ln 2 +
1399437
50
ln 3 +
390625
18
ln 5
)
ν − 27
5
ν2 + 6ν3
]
u2p6r +O(u3, p8r) . (4.40)
Inserting the SF expansion, Eqs. (4.39), into the mass-
shell condition allows us to compute the functional de-
pendence of pr on u, Eˆeff and j. To the first SF-order,
i.e.,
pr(u, Eˆeff , j;S, S∗) = p(0)r (u, Eˆeff , j)+νp(1)r (u, Eˆeff , j)+O(ν2, spin)
(4.41)
the explicit expressions of p
(0)
r and p
(1)
r read (when ne-
glecting spins)
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p(0)r (u,Eˆeff , j) =
√
Eˆ2eff − (1− 2u)(1 + u2j2)
1− 2u
p(1)r (u,Eˆeff , j) = −
Eˆ2eff
p
(0)
r
a(u)
(1− 2u)3 − p
(0)
r
[
d¯(u) +
a(u)
(1− 2u) + (p
(0)
r )
2 q4(u) + q6(u)(p
(0)
r )2 + q8(u)(p
(0)
r )4 + . . .
1− 2u
]
. (4.42)
We can then obtain an explicit expression for replacing
time integration by radial integration by inserting Eqs.
(4.41) and (4.42) in the relation
dt =
√
1 + 2ν(Eˆeff − 1) Eˆeff
Apr(AD¯ + 2p2rνq4 + 3p
4
rνq6 + 4p
6
rνq8 + . . .)
dr ,
(4.43)
which follows from the radial equation of motion (4.35).
Inserting Eq. (4.43) in the t-integral expressions for Ωr
and Ωφ, Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36), and formally expanding
pr in powers of ν according to Eqs. (4.41) and (4.42),
leads to r-integral expressions for the frequencies of the
type
GMΩr,φ ∼
∑
n
∫ u(max)
u(min)
du
fn(u)(
Eˆ2eff − (1− 2u)(1 + u2j2)
)n+ 12
(4.44)
where fn(u) involves a combination of (1 − 2u)k, a(u),
d¯(u), etc. Note that these radial integrals are divergent
for n ≥ 1. The appearance of singular integral is due to
our formal replacement of the expansion (4.41) in orig-
inally convergent integrals of the type
∮
drf(r)/pr. As
shown in Ref. [78], the correct result for these expansions
is obtained simply by taking Hadamard’s partie finie (Pf)
of the singular integrals, Eq. (4.44).
We are interested here in computing the PN-
expansions of the frequencies. These PN-expansions can
be conveniently obtained: i) by replacing the various first
SF-order EOB potentials a(u), d¯(u), etc., by their PN
expansion illustrated in Eq. (4.40); and, using again the
general result of Ref. [78], ii) by formally expanding the
radicals entering the denominators above, namely
Eˆ2eff − (1− 2u)(1 + u2j2) = Eˆ2eff − 1 + 2u− j2u2 + 2j2u3 ,
(4.45)
around the Newtonian-like, quadratic radical
R0(u) = Eˆ2eff − 1 + 2u− j2u2 . (4.46)
In other words, the combination of the ν-expansion and
the PN-expansion leads to integral expressions for the
frequencies of the type
GMΩr,φ ∼
∑
n
Pf
∫ u(max)0
u
(min)
0
du
f˜n(u)
Rn+ 120
(u) . (4.47)
Here the symbol Pf denotes Hadamard’s partie finie.
Note that the values of the end points of the u-
integrations are different from the ones in Eq. (4.44)
above and now denote the two roots of the Newtonian-
like quadratic radical R0(u), Eq. (4.46). Finally, we are
left with evaluating Newtonian-like radial integrals of the
type (4.47). When evaluating the partie finie of these
singular integrals it is convenient to replace Eˆeff and j by
the quantities3 up and e defined so that the two roots of
R0(u) are up(1± e), namely
Eˆ2eff − 1 = −up(1− e2) , j2 =
1
up
. (4.48)
As we are interested in slightly eccentric 4 motions, we
can further expand the latter (singular) Newtonian-like
integrals in powers of e.
When doing so, we use the following Newtonian-like
parametrization of the inverse radius u = 1/r
u = up(1 + e cosχ0) , (4.49)
so that
du = −upe sinχ0dχ0 , R0(u) = upe2 sin2 χ0 . (4.50)
We have then shown that the e-expansion of the partie
finie of the integrals (4.47) is correctly obtained by taking
the 0 term in the Laurent expansion in  of the integrals
of the type ∫ pi−

gn(χ0)
sin2n χ0
dχ0 , (4.51)
that are generated by the expansions (4.47).
Finally, the combined PN-, SF- and eccentricity-
expansions of the frequencies yield
GMΩr = Ω
(0)
r (up, ν)+e
2Ω(2)r (up, ν)+e
4Ω(4)r (up, ν)+O(e6) ,
(4.52)
with
3 As said above, the so-defined EOB variables p ≡ 1/up and e
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Ω(0)r (u,ν) = u
3/2
p +
(
1
2
ν − 3
2
)
u5/2p +
(
19
8
ν − 33
8
)
u7/2p +
[
−523
16
+
(
−41
64
pi2 +
2591
48
)
ν
]
u9/2p
+
[
−40389
128
+
(
692771
1152
− 26735
1536
pi2 +
1168
15
γ +
584
15
ln(up) +
1458
5
ln(3)− 2096
15
ln(2)
)
ν
]
u11/2p
+
[
−849573
256
+
(
50524
105
γ − 611631
70
ln(3) +
13140979
2304
+
25262
105
ln(up) +
255236
15
ln(2) +
481
96
pi2
)
ν
]
u13/2p
+
11770
63
u7ppiν +O(u15/2, ν2)
Ω(2)r (up, ν) = −
3
2
u3/2p +
(
−5
4
ν +
15
4
)
u5/2p +
(
−109
16
ν +
171
16
)
u7/2p +
[
2607
32
+
(
123
64
pi2 − 4609
32
)
ν
]
u9/2p
+
[
186639
256
+
(
−3208
15
γ − 1604
15
ln(up)− 28431
5
ln(3) +
128728
15
ln(2) +
273443
6144
pi2 − 18601901
11520
)
ν
]
u11/2p
+
[
3564729
512
+
(
26578611
224
ln(3)− 1657307
6144
pi2 − 92786
105
γ − 2905678
7
ln(2)− 46393
105
ln(up)
+
21484375
224
ln(5)− 8195349553
806400
)
ν
]
u13/2p −
92341
315
u7ppiν +O(u15/2p , ν2)
Ω(4)r (up, ν) =
3
8
u3/2p +
(
−45
16
+
15
16
ν
)
u5/2p +
(
401
64
ν − 495
64
)
u7/2p +
[
−6489
128
+
(
−123
64
pi2 +
13927
128
)
ν
]
u9/2p
+
[
−333831
1024
+
(
5218813
5120
+
436
5
ln(up)− 566832
5
ln(2) +
872
5
γ − 59563
2048
pi2 +
1953125
96
ln(5)
+
6647751
160
ln(3)
)
ν
]
u11/2p
+
[
−3194019
2048
+
(
451817433
4480
ln(3)− 30997
420
ln(up)− 4017578125
2688
ln(5) +
99386957
30
ln(2)
−30997
210
γ +
18324577
24576
pi2 − 24403514197
3225600
)
ν
]
u13/2p −
11660111
53760
u7ppiν +O(u15/2, ν2) . (4.53)
Note that the dependence on lnup starts at O(u11/2p ). Similarly, the azimuthal frequency reads
GMΩφ = Ω
(0)
φ (up, ν) + e
2Ω
(2)
φ (up, ν) + e
4Ω
(4)
φ (up, ν) +O(e6) , (4.54)
with, for example,
Ω
(0)
φ (up, ν) = u
3/2
p +
(
3
2
+
1
2
ν
)
u5/2p +
(
−17
8
ν +
111
8
)
u7/2p +
[
2099
16
+
(
−5935
48
+
205
64
pi2
)
ν
]
u9/2p
+
[
172059
128
+
(
−3557387
1920
+
38195
1024
pi2 − 448
5
γ − 224
5
ln(up)− 896
5
ln(2)
)
ν
]
u11/2p
+
[
3720501
256
+
(
−33940
21
γ − 174231
70
ln(3)− 1332163499
57600
− 16970
21
ln(up)− 74468
105
ln(2)
+
291883
1536
pi2
)
ν
]
u13/2p −
13696
105
u7ppiν +O(u15/2p , ν2)
Ω
(2)
φ (up, ν) = −
3
2
u3/2p +
(
−3
4
− 5
4
ν
)
u5/2)p +
(
−129
16
− 49
16
ν
)
u7/2p +
[
−1407
32
+
(
−369
128
pi2 − 303
32
)
ν
]
u9/2p
+
[
−20793
256
+
(
−2656
15
γ − 1328
15
ln(up)− 5832
5
ln(3) +
12416
15
ln(2) +
148949
6144
pi2 − 6765029
11520
)
ν
]
u11/2p
should be distinguished from the SF-defined variables p¯ and e¯
used as independent variables in Eq. (3.33) above.
4 The parameter e defined in Eq. (4.48) does not measure the exact
eccentricity of the corresponding EOB orbits that would vanish
when pr vanishes. Nevertheless, when used in PN-expansion, it
will allow us to correctly evaluate the gauge-invariant quantities
we are interested in.
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+
[
1631139
512
+
(
788049
20
ln(3)− 15875
1536
pi2 − 100046
105
γ − 1566262
21
ln(2)− 50023
105
ln(up)
− 7980766891
806400
)
ν
]
u13/2p −
262043
315
piνu7p +O(u15/2p , ν2)
Ω
(4)
φ (up, ν) =
3
8
u3/2p +
(
−27
16
+
15
16
ν
)
u5/2p +
(
581
64
ν − 855
64
)
u7/2p +
[
−20799
128
+
(
−123
64
pi2 +
30193
128
)
ν
]
u9/2p
+
[
−2037927
1024
+
(
4235449
1024
+
1046
5
ln(up)− 19324 ln(2) + 2092
5
γ − 395017
4096
pi2 +
63423
5
ln(3)
)
ν
]
u11/2p
+
[
−49225221
2048
+
(
−1153657809
4480
ln(3) +
655871
420
ln(up)− 654296875
2688
ln(5) +
29552521
30
ln(2)
+
655871
210
γ +
4564433
12288
pi2 +
130198554749
3225600
)
ν
]
u13/2)p +
21293
28
u7ppiν +O(u15/2p , ν2) . (4.55)
Note again that the dependence on lnup starts at
O(u11/2p ).
In the expansions (4.53) and (4.55) above we have
only displayed the beginning of the PN expansions of
Ω
(0,2,4)
r (up, ν) and Ω
(0,2,4)
φ (up, ν). Actually we have com-
puted them to the highest PN order currently known
from SF calculations. Similarly, we have also computed
the eccentricity expansions (4.52) up to O(e10).
It will be convenient in the following to trade the
two dimensionless frequencies GMΩr and GMΩφ by two
other related dimensionless (equally gauge-invariant) pa-
rameters, namely the (fractional) periastron advance per
orbit
k ≡ Ωφ
Ωr
− 1 = Φ
2pi
− 1 , (4.56)
and the dimensionless azimuthal frequency variable
y ≡ (Gm2Ωφ)2/3 =
(
1− 2
3
ν +O(ν2)
)
(GMΩφ)
2/3 .
(4.57)
The combined eccentricity-, PN- and SF-expansions of
these quantities read
k(up, e; ν) = k
(0)(up, ν)+e
2k(2)(up, ν)+e
4k(4)(up, ν)+O(e6) ,
(4.58)
with
k(0)(up, ν) = 3up +
(
45
2
− 6ν
)
u2p +
[
210 +
(
−205 + 123
32
pi2
)
ν
]
u3p
+
[
17325
8
+
(
−2512
15
γ +
191671
3072
pi2 − 592
15
ln(2)− 1458
5
ln(3)− 1256
15
ln(up)− 559223
180
)
ν
]
u4p
+
[
189189
8
+
(
−364664
21
ln(2) +
739519
2048
pi2 − 45188
35
ln(up) +
172773
35
ln(3)− 90376
35
γ − 7826703
200
)
ν
]
u5p
− 99938
315
piνu11/2p +O(u6p, ν2)
k(2)(up, ν) =
(
−3
2
ν +
15
4
)
u2p +
[
315
4
+
(
−106 + 123
128
pi2
)
ν
]
u3p
+
[
10395
8
+
(
−519697
240
− 23440
3
ln(2)− 1072
5
γ +
111797
2048
pi2 +
20412
5
ln(3)− 536
5
ln(up)
)
ν
]
u4p
+
[
315315
16
+
(
1791937
4096
pi2 − 7486
5
ln(up)− 14661947
400
+
29100532
105
ln(2)− 14972
5
γ − 7611489
160
ln(3)
−21484375
224
ln(5)
)
ν
]
u5p
− 319609
315
piu11/2p ν +O(u6p, ν2)
k(4)(up, ν) = −3
2
u3pν
20
+
[
3465
64
+
(
411686
5
ln(2)− 3620943
160
ln(3)− 37
5
ln(up)− 74
5
γ +
13529
48
− 1953125
96
ln(5) +
33601
8192
pi2
)
ν
]
u4p
+
[
135135
64
+
(
455078125
448
ln(5)− 16271
70
ln(up)− 16271
35
γ − 1358100027
2240
ln(3) +
4363277
16384
pi2
−148342613
105
ln(2) +
10223249
16800
)
ν
]
u5p
− 1089581
2560
piνu11/2p +O(u6p, ν2) . (4.59)
In the following it will be convenient to work with the
rescaled periastron advance per orbit kˆ, defined by
kˆ ≡ k
3
. (4.60)
Similarly
y(up, e; ν) = y
(0)(up, ν)+e
2y(2)(up, ν)+e
4y(4)(up, ν)+O(e6) ,
(4.61)
with
y(0)(up, ν) =
(
1− 2
3
ν
)
up +
(
−1
3
ν + 1
)
u2p +
(
9− 91
12
ν
)
u3p +
[
83 +
(
−9967
72
+
205
96
pi2
)
ν
]
u4p
+
[
1671
2
+
(
−1792
15
ln(2) +
12185
512
pi2 − 896
15
γ − 1686559
960
− 448
15
ln(up)
)
ν
]
u5p
+
[
17835
2
+
(
−164996
315
ln(up) +
971767
9216
pi2 − 26024
63
ln(2)− 329992
315
γ − 58077
35
ln(3)
− 1768379519
86400
)
ν
]
u6p −
27392
315
piνu13/2p +O(u6p, ν2)
y(2)(up, ν) =
(
2
3
ν − 1
)
up − 2
3
u2pν +
(
−1− 23
12
ν
)
u3p +
[
21
2
+
(
−41
48
pi2 − 457
9
)
ν
]
u4p
+
[
667
2
+
(
−1967801
1728
+
128815
4608
pi2 − 3328
45
ln(up) +
22144
45
ln(2)− 6656
45
γ − 3888
5
ln(3)
)
ν
]
u5p
+
[
6043 +
(
−4996270991
302400
+
180792
7
ln(3)− 168544
315
ln(up)− 15795776
315
ln(2)− 337088
315
γ
+
121213
4608
pi2
)
ν
]
u6p −
565174
945
piνu13/2p +O(u6p, ν2)
y(4)(up, ν) = (−1 + ν)u2p +
(
−63
8
+
119
12
ν
)
u3p +
[
−343
4
+
(
1443
8
− 369
256
pi2
)
ν
]
u4p
+
[
−7687
8
+
(
11677919
4320
+
8888
45
γ +
4444
45
ln(up) +
40338
5
ln(3)− 1686137
36864
pi2 − 113864
9
ln(2)
)
ν
]
u05
+
[
−42707
4
+
(
1620873859
67200
− 72938151
448
ln(3) +
7624295
24576
pi2 − 654296875
4032
ln(5) +
200895602
315
ln(2)
+
70123
105
ln(up) +
140246
105
γ
)
ν
]
u6p +
372467
1890
piνu13/2p +O(u6p, ν2) . (4.62)
Finally, we will need in the following to invert the func-
tional link between (up, e) and (kˆ, y), i.e., to compute the
functions
up = fup(kˆ, y) , e
2 = fe2(kˆ, y) . (4.63)
This inversion requires some care, because the Jacobian
∂(kˆ, y)/∂(up, e
2) is of order up near the origin of the up,
e2 plane. If we provisionally introduce the quantity  ≡
e2up, the Jacobian ∂(kˆ, y)/∂(up, ) will be of order unity
near the origin of the up,  plane. This shows that we can
invert the link Xi = (up, ) → Y i = (kˆ, y) by standard
Taylor expansions of the symbolic type
Xi = AijY
j +AijkY
jY k + . . . . (4.64)
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When going back from the pair (up,  ≡ e2up) to the orig- inal pair (up, e2) we obtain the following transformation
up = kˆ +
[(
5
2
+
1
3
y
kˆ
)
ν − 35
4
+
5
4
y
kˆ
]
kˆ2
+
[(
41
128
pi2
y
kˆ
− 151
8
y
kˆ
+
25
12
(
y
kˆ
)2
+
50
3
− 205
128
pi2
)
ν − 145
16
y
kˆ
+
45
16
(
y
kˆ
)2
+
455
8
]
kˆ3 +O(kˆ4, y3)
e2 = 1−
(
1 +
2
3
ν
)
y
kˆ
+
[
−27
4
y
kˆ
+
1
4
(
y
kˆ
)2
+
(
−2y
kˆ
+
1
6
(
y
kˆ
)2)
ν
]
kˆ
+
[(
−45
8
y
kˆ
+
7
8
(
y
kˆ
)2
+
15
16
(
y
kˆ
)3
− 5
16
)
+
(
−205
128
pi2
y
kˆ
+
41
128
pi2
(
y
kˆ
)2
+
1225
24
y
kˆ
− 473
24
(
y
kˆ
)2
+
9
4
(
y
kˆ
)3
+
1
8
)
ν
]
kˆ2 +O(k3, y4) . (4.65)
Again we have only indicated, for concreteness, the be-
ginning of these expansions.
E. EOB computation of the spin precession
frequency
When considering, as we do here, spin couplings to
linear order, i.e., an Hamiltonian of the form H =
Horbital + ΩS1 · S1 + ΩS2 · S2, Hamilton’s equations of
motion for the spins (a = 1, 2)
dSa
dt
= {Sa, H} (4.66)
yields
dSa
dt
= ΩSa × Sa , (4.67)
showing that ΩSa =
∂H
∂Sa
is the vectorial precession fre-
quency of Sa. Restricting to the case of interest of par-
allel spins we conclude that the (algebraic) magnitude of
the spin frequency of body 1 is given by
ΩS1 =
∂H
∂S1
=
Mν
h
∂Hˆeff
∂S1
=
(
1
GM
)
ν
h
ju3
(
gS + gS∗
m2
m1
)
.
(4.68)
At first order in ν, this reads
GMΩS1(u, pr, j; ν)
= j(1− ν)[1− ν(Eˆeff − 1)]u3[νgS + (1− ν)gS∗] +O(ν2)
= j(1− νEˆeff)u3[νgS + (1− ν)gS∗] +O(ν2) .
(4.69)
The averaged spin frequency is then given by
〈ΩS1〉(Eˆ(eff), j; ν) =
1
T
∮
ΩS1dT =
Ωr
2pi
∮
ΩS1dT .
(4.70)
As indicated, the averaged spin frequency 〈ΩS1〉 is a func-
tion of the conserved dynamical quantities, Eˆ(eff) and j.
Replacing as above the T -integration by a radial inte-
gration, say dT = f(r)dr = f˜(u)du, see Eq. (4.43), we
see that the computation of 〈ΩS1〉 amounts to computing
radial integrals of the type∮
duf˜(u)u3[νgS + (1− ν)gS∗(u, pr, j; ν)] . (4.71)
In the radial integral involving gS we can simply replace
gS = 2 because of the ν prefactor. By contrast, in the
radial integral involving gS∗ we need to insert the ex-
pression (4.18) which involves undetermined coefficients
at the p2r and p
4
r levels, such as g∗22, g
c
∗23, etc. This radial
integral can be computed by the same technique we used
above for computing Ωr and Ωφ. Replacing as above Eˆeff
and j by the Newtonian-like quantities up and e
2, defined
by Eqs. (4.49), we found
GM〈ΩS1〉(up, e2; ν) =
Ω
(0)
S1
(up, ν) + e
2Ω
(2)
S1
(up, ν) + e
4Ω
(4)
S1
(up, ν) +O(e6) ,
(4.72)
with, for example,
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Ω
(0)
S1
(up, ν) =
(
3
2
− ν
)
u5/2p +
(
63
8
− 15
4
ν
)
u7/2p +
(
−207
4
ν +
1131
16
)
u9/2p
+
(
−174979
192
ν +
1271
128
νpi2 +
90939
128
)
u11/2p
+
(
387023
2048
νpi2 − 8368
15
ν ln(2)− 1392
5
νγ − 544259
40
ν + νg∗22 +
1946997
256
− 696
5
ν ln(up)
)
u13/2p
+ O(u7p, ν2)
Ω
(2)
S1
(up, ν) =
(
−9
4
+
3
2
ν
)
u5/2p +
(
−105
16
+
15
8
ν
)
u7/2p +
(
135
16
ν − 1167
32
)
u9/2p
+
(
1
2
νg∗22 − 38361
256
− 21319
128
ν − 615
256
νpi2
)
u11/2p
+
(
8νg∗22 +
636407
4096
νpi2 − 1708303
256
ν − 696νγ + 3
2
νg∗41 +
1
2
νgc∗23 − 348ν ln(up) +
1
2
νgln∗23 ln(up)
+
331875
512
− 13122
5
ν ln(3) +
18952
15
ν ln(2)
)
u13/2p +O(u7p, ν2)
Ω
(4)
S1
(up, ν) =
(
9
16
− 3
8
ν
)
u5/2p +
(
−315
64
+
135
32
ν
)
u7/2p +
(
1281
16
ν − 9255
128
)
u9/2p
+
[
−971463
1024
+
(
437543
256
− 3813
256
pi2 − 3
8
g∗22
)
ν
]
u11/2p
+
[
−24272901
2048
+
(
224683
8
− 7
2
g∗22 +
9
2
g∗41 +
3
8
gln∗42 ln(up) +
6642
5
γ − 187742
5
ln(2)− 3855321
8192
pi2
+
3321
5
ln(up) +
505197
20
ln(3) +
3
8
gc∗42 +
7
16
gln∗23
)
ν
]
u13/2p +O(u7p, ν2) . (4.73)
As above, we have only indicated here the first terms in
the PN-expansions we computed.
Let us now consider the ratio
ψ ≡ 〈ΩS1〉
Ωφ
. (4.74)
It is easily checked (see, e.g., Refs. [34, 72]) that the
so-defined ratio is identical to the spin-precession mea-
sure ψ introduced in Eq. (2.1) above. The combined
eccentricity-, PN- and SF-expansions of the function
ψ(up, e; ν) is then found to be of the type
ψ(up, e) = ψ
(0)(up, ν)+e
2ψ(2)(up, ν)+e
4ψ(4)(up, ν)+O(e6) ,
(4.75)
where the beginnings of the expansions of ψ(0)(up, ν) and
ψ(2)(up, ν) are given by
ψ(0)(up, ν) =
(
3
2
− ν
)
up + (
45
8
− 3ν)u2p +
(
−33ν + 663
16
)
u3p +
(
−1537
3
ν +
41
8
νpi2 +
47805
128
)
u4p
+
(
951309
256
− 4336
15
ν ln(2) + νg∗22 − 144νγ + 109897
1024
νpi2 − 1162607
160
ν − 72ν ln(up)
)
u5p +O(u6p, ν2)
ψ(2)(up, ν) =
(
3− 3
2
ν
)
u2p +
(
−39ν + 75
2
)
u3p +
[(
−56179
64
+
615
64
pi2 +
1
2
g∗22
)
ν +
3639
8
]
u4p
+
[
89751
16
+
(
3
2
g∗41 +
1
2
gc∗23 −
6176
15
ln(2) +
35
4
g∗22 − 3232
5
γ +
282651
1024
pi2
−5618027
384
+
1
2
gln∗23 ln(up)−
1616
5
ln(up)− 4374
5
ln(3)
)
ν
]
u5p +O(u6p, ν2)
ψ(4)(up, ν) =
(
−3
4
ν +
3
16
)
u3p +
[
1101
32
+
(
−52051
512
+
123
256
pi2 +
3
8
g∗22 +
3
8
g∗41
)
ν
]
u4p
+
[
124533
128
+
(
−1074
5
γ − 45358
5
ln(2) +
675243
8192
pi2 − 537
5
ln(up) +
19683
4
ln(3) +
145
16
g∗22
23
+
99
16
g∗41 +
3
4
gln∗23 ln(up) +
3
8
gln∗42 ln(up) +
3
4
gc∗23 +
3
8
gc∗42 +
7
16
gln∗23 −
17185101
5120
)
ν
]
u5p
+ O(u6p, ν2) . (4.76)
Though the so obtained function ψ(up, e; ν) is gauge-
invariant (up and e being functions of the gauge-invariant
dynamical quantities Eˆeff and j), it cannot be di-
rectly compared with the (equally gauge-invariant) func-
tion ψ(m2Ωr,m2Ωφ; q) obtained in the SF computation
above.
In order to compare our EOB-derived result with the
SF result we first need to transform the dependence on
up and e into a dependence on Gm2Ωr and Gm2Ωφ, or
equivalently, on y = (Gm2Ωφ)
2/3 and kˆ = 13 (
Ωφ
Ωr
− 1).
Using Eqs. (4.65) above we then find that the EOB-
derived functional dependence of ψ on (kˆ, y) is given, at
first order in ν, by
ψ(kˆ, y) = ψ0(kˆ, y) + ν∆ψ(kˆ, y) +O(ν2) , (4.77)
where the beginnings of the expansions of ψ0(kˆ, y) and
∆ψ(kˆ, y) read
ψ0(kˆ, y) =
3
2
kˆ −
(
9
8
kˆy +
9
2
kˆ2
)
+
(
75
32
kˆ2y − 75
32
y2kˆ +
27
2
kˆ3
)
+
(
−135
128
kˆ3y − 45
128
kˆ2y2 − 45
8
kˆy3 − 5229
128
kˆ4
)
+ . . .
∆ψ(kˆ, y) = −kˆ +
(
8kˆ2 − 5
4
kˆy
)
+
(
123
256
kˆ2pi2y − 615
256
kˆ3pi2
− 93
8
kˆ2y − 53
16
y2kˆ +
69
4
kˆ3
)
+
(
cc6 + c
ln
6 ln(kˆ)
)
kˆ4
+ . . . (4.78)
with
cc6 = −
36735959
23040
+
(
− 1
16
g∗41 +
177067
1440
− 3995649
320
ln(3)− 11518508
45
ln(2) +
68359375
576
ln(5)
)(
y
kˆ
)3
+
(
−5137157
7680
+
9
16
g∗41 +
10900979
15
ln(2) +
37
5
γ − 33203125
96
ln(5) +
3
8
g∗22 − 4081
16384
pi2 +
1560789
32
ln(3)
)(
y
kˆ
)2
+
(
−15
16
g∗41 − 5
4
g∗22 +
1111433
768
+
11195
8192
pi2 − 689470 ln(2) + 21484375
64
ln(5)− 122γ − 18575649
320
ln(3)
)
y
kˆ
−1953125
18
ln(5) +
7
8
g∗22 +
7
16
g∗41 +
9842609
45
ln(2) +
595
3
γ +
438129
20
ln(3) +
1580185
49152
pi2
cln6 =
595
6
− 61y
kˆ
+
37
10
(
y
kˆ
)2
. (4.79)
Of most interest for our present work is the function
∆ψ(kˆ, y), Eq. (4.78). We can directly compare the latter
function with the one computed with SF theory above in
Eq. (3.33), modulo the fact that the SF computed one
above was expressed not in terms of kˆ and y, but instead
in terms of eccentricity and semi-latus rectum parame-
ters, e¯ and p¯ = 1/u¯p, different from the ones, e and up,
used here (recalling the notational change discussed at
the beginning of this section).
The transformation between (e¯, u¯p) and (e, up) is only
needed at order ν0 and can be obtained by identifying the
µ-rescaled Schwarzschild energy and angular momentum
used to define e¯ and u¯p to the EOB quantities Eˆeff and j.
In other words, while (e¯, u¯p) were defined in Eqs. (2.12),
(2.13), i.e., equivalently, by writing
Eˆeff =
√
(1− 2u¯p)2 − 4u¯2pe¯2
1− 3u¯p − u¯pe¯2 , (4.80)
j =
1√
u¯p(1− 3u¯p − u¯pe¯2)
, (4.81)
the other pair (e, up), used in our EOB computation, was
defined by writing
Eˆeff =
√
1− up(1− e2) , j = 1√
up
. (4.82)
The comparison between these two expressions implies
the following transformation law
up = u¯p(1− 3u¯p − u¯pe¯2) ,
1− e2 = (1− e¯2) 1− 4u¯p
(1− 3u¯p − u¯pe¯2)2 . (4.83)
Using either this transformation (together with inter-
mediate equations given above) or directly the well
known elliptic-integrals expressions giving Ωφ and k
in a Schwarzschild background, consistently with Eqs.
24
(2.13)-(2.16) in Ref. [36], we obtain
kˆ = u¯p +
(
9
2
+
1
4
e¯2
)
u¯2p +
(
45
2
+
15
4
e¯2
)
u¯3p +
(
35
64
e¯4 +
945
8
+
315
8
e¯2
)
u¯4p +
(
2835
8
e¯2 +
945
64
e¯4 +
5103
8
)
u¯5p
+
(
31185
128
e¯4 +
93555
32
e¯2 +
385
256
e¯6 +
56133
16
)
u¯6p +
(
405405
128
e¯4 +
729729
32
e¯2 +
312741
16
+
15015
256
e¯6
)
u¯7p
+
(
18243225
512
e¯4 +
10945935
64
e¯2 +
14073345
128
+
675675
512
e¯6
)
u¯8p +O(u¯9p)
y = (1− e¯2)u¯p + (2e¯2 − 2e¯4)u¯2p +
(
−23
8
e¯4 − 55
16
e¯6 + 6e¯2
)
u¯3p +
(
−13
4
e¯4 + 24e¯2 − 209
12
e¯6
)
u¯4p
+
(
−1237
16
e¯6 − 1
4
e¯4 + 120e¯2
)
u¯5p +
(
−3069
8
e¯6 + 672e¯2 + 51e¯4
)
u¯6p +
(
730e¯4 − 52265
24
e¯6 + 3936e¯2
)
u¯7p
+
(
−26279
2
e¯6 + 8032e¯4 + 23424e¯2
)
u¯8p +O(u¯9p) . (4.84)
Inserting these expressions in the EOB-derived func- tion ∆ψ(kˆ, y) obtained above gives
∆ψ(u¯p, e¯) = ∆ψ
(0)(u¯p)+ e¯
2∆ψ(2)(u¯p)+ e¯
4∆ψ(4)(u¯p)+. . .
(4.85)
where ∆ψ(0)(u¯p) will be discussed below, and where the
O(e¯2) contribution (which is new with this work) reads
∆ψ(2)(u¯p) = u¯
2
p +
(
341
16
− 123
256
pi2
)
u¯3p
+
(
−317491
960
+
268
5
ln(u¯p)− 23729
4096
pi2 +
1
2
g∗22 +
536
5
γ +
11720
3
ln(2)− 10206
5
ln(3)
)
u¯4p
+
(
21797069
49152
pi2 − 131386901
57600
− 10957
15
ln(u¯p) +
5
4
g∗22 +
9765625
1344
ln(5) +
1
2
gc∗23 +
1
2
gln∗23 ln(u¯p)
−21914
15
γ − 333378
7
ln(2) +
4943349
320
ln(3)
)
u¯5p
+
319609
630
piu¯11/2p
+
(
5
4
gc∗23 −
9232551768011
101606400
− 33
16
g∗22 − 225143631
8960
ln(3) +
1
2
gc∗24 +
1
2
ln(u¯p)g
ln
∗24 −
33
16
+
5
4
gln∗23 ln(u¯p)−
17193359375
145152
ln(5) +
284236994
945
ln(2)− 529328
189
γ − 146026515
1048576
pi4 +
31842559607
2359296
pi2
−264664
189
ln(u¯p)
)
u¯6p +O(u¯13/2p ) , (4.86)
Here the terms up to O(u3p) coincide with those given
in Eq. (5.4) of [36], and the undetermined coeffi-
cients g∗22, gc∗23, etc. which parametrized the unknown
O(p2r) dependence of the EOB gyrogravitomagnetic ratio
gS∗(u, pr, pφ) first enter ∆ψ(2)(u¯p) at order O(u4).
Comparing with Eq. (3.33) above we then find unique
values for the so far undetermined EOB coefficients,
namely
25
g∗22 = −717
32
gc∗23 =
1447441
960
− 4829
256
pi2 − 16038
5
ln(3) +
46976
15
ln(2)− 512
5
γ
gln∗23 = −
256
5
gc∗24 = −
185195453
38400
+
19162
35
γ +
2097479
8192
pi2 +
454167
20
ln(3)− 1081966
35
ln(2)
gln∗24 = +
9581
35
. (4.87)
We also computed the O(e¯4) contribution to ∆ψ(u¯p, e¯) which we give below in its parametrized form
∆ψ(4)(u¯p) = −1
2
u¯3p
+
(
−366857
1536
+
3
8
g∗41 +
1953125
192
ln(5) +
37
10
ln(u¯p)− 23761
16384
pi2 +
3
8
g∗22 +
37
5
γ − 205843
5
ln(2)
+
3620943
320
ln(3)
)
u¯4p
+
(
−524787
65536
pi2 +
720900871
537600
− 7143
56
ln(u¯p) +
3
8
gc∗42 +
21
16
g∗41 +
57
16
g∗22 +
72265625
5376
ln(5)
+
7
16
gln∗23 +
3
4
gc∗23 +
3
4
gln∗23 ln(u¯p) +
3
8
gln∗42 ln(u¯p)−
7143
28
γ − 30009569
420
ln(2) +
210887307
8960
ln(3)
)
u¯5p
+
1089581
5120
piu¯11/2p
+
(
55
32
gln∗23 −
255
64
g∗41 +
41
8
gc∗23 −
797597168303
16934400
+
661
64
g∗22 − 678223072849
153600
ln(7) +
4018699514169
358400
ln(3)
+
9
16
gln∗24 +
5
4
gc∗24 +
21
16
gc∗42 +
3
8
gc∗43 +
5
4
ln(u¯p)g
ln
∗24 +
3
8
gln∗43 ln(u¯p) +
21
16
gln∗42 ln(u¯p)
+
41
8
gln∗23 ln(u¯p)−
17944462890625
1161216
ln(5) +
2304030315373
75600
ln(2)− 48044911
15120
γ − 17998485
524288
pi4
+
151169660653
18874368
pi2 − 48044911
30240
ln(u¯p)
)
u¯6p +O(u¯13/2p ) . (4.88)
As soon as some SF data on ψ at order O(e4) become
available, this result will allow one to determine the co-
efficients parametrizing the O(p4r) EOB gyrogravitomag-
netic ratio gS∗.
Concerning the quantity ∆ψ(u¯p, e¯→ 0), it can be ob-
tained (as pointed out in Ref. [36]) by combining the
previous SF results on ∆ψ(circ)(u¯p) [34, 35, 68]
∆ψ(circ)(u¯p) = u¯
2
p − 3u¯3p −
15
2
u¯4p +
(
− 6277
30
− 496
15
ln(2)
− 16γ − 8 ln(u¯p) + 20471
1024
pi2
)
u¯5p + . . . ,
(4.89)
with the knowledge of the EOB function ρ(x) measuring
periastron precession at the 1SF-level [25, 59], namely
∆ψ(u¯p, e¯→ 0) =
∆ψ(circ)(u¯p)− 1
2
(1− 3u¯p)1/2(1− 6u¯p)5/2
1− 394 u¯p + 432 u¯2p
k1SF(circ)(u¯p) ,
(4.90)
where
k1SF(circ)(y) = −
ρ(y)− 4y
2(1− 6y)3/2 , (4.91)
as obtained from the definition (1+k(circ)(x, ν))
−2 = 1−
6x+νρ(x)+O(ν2), i.e., using the link x = (GMΩφ)2/3 =
(1 + 23ν)y +O(ν2) and
k(circ)(y, ν) = −1 + 1√
1− 6(1 + 23ν)y + νρ(y)
= k
(0)
(circ)(y) + νk
1SF
(circ)(y) +O(ν2) , (4.92)
with
k
(0)
(circ)(y) = −1 +
1√
1− 6y . (4.93)
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V. RESUMMATION OF gS∗
SF technology allows one to reach high PN orders
when working linearly in the symmetric mass ratio ν
[14, 15, 33, 35, 49, 59, 74–77]. We have given here one
more example of this feature by deriving the O(e2) (re-
spectively, O(p2r)) piece in the spin precession function
ψ (respectively, gyrogravitomagnetic ratio gS∗) to many
more PN-orders than was previously known. Past work
has shown that an efficient way of using the high-PN
information obtained by SF computations is to incorpo-
rate it, together with known PN contributions which are
higher order in ν, within some suitably resummed cou-
pling functions of the EOB formalism. Let us show how
such an approach can be applied to the gS∗ EOB coupling
function.
To blend and resum SF and PN information concerning
gS∗ let us start from the structure of the test-mass value
of gS∗, as written (when neglecting effects quadratic in
spins) in Eq. (4.14). First, we note that this structure
can be rewritten as
g
(ν0)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ) =√
Aschw(u)
Eˆschw +
√
Aschw(u)
+
2Aschw(u)
Eˆschw(1 +
√
Aschw(u))
,
(5.1)
where Aschw(u) = 1 − 2u and where Eˆschw =√
(1− 2u)(1 + p2φu2 + (1− 2u)p2r) is the conserved en-
ergy of a test particle in a Schwarzschild background.
Taking this reformulation as a model, let us define the
following EOB-compatible, ν-deformed gS∗ coupling
g
(EOB−like)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ; ν) =√
A3PN (u; ν)
Hˆ3PN(orb,eff) +
√
A3PN (u; ν)
+
2A3PN (u; ν)
Hˆ3PN(orb,eff)(1 +
√
A3PN (u; ν))
,
(5.2)
where A3PN (u; ν) is defined as
A3PN (u; ν) ≡ 1− 2u+ 2νu3 +
(
94
3
− 41
32
pi2
)
νu4 , (5.3)
and where
Hˆ3PN(orb,eff) ≡
√
A3PN (u; ν)
×
√(
1 + p2φu
2 +A3PN (u; ν)D¯3PN (u; ν)p2r + Qˆ3PN
)
,
(5.4)
with
D¯3PN (u; ν) = 1 + 6νu
2 + (52ν − 6ν2)u3 ,
Qˆ3PN (u; ν) = 2(4− 3ν)νu2p4r . (5.5)
We propose to use the ν-deformed ratio g
(EOB−like)
S∗ ,
Eq. (5.2), as a reference value for the (unknown) ex-
act gS∗, and to incorporate the current PN and SF
information of gS∗ in the form of a correcting factor
rS∗(u, pr, pφ; ν) of the type rS∗ = 1+O(ν). [We have also
explored the possibility of translating gS∗ in terms of the
gyrogravitomagnetic ratio of a test-mass in some spin-
effective metric. However, this led to an effective metric
whose ν-deformation was drastically different (starting
at the 1PN-order) from the one of the usual orbital EOB
effective metric, and which did not seem to offer a good
starting point for resumming gS∗.] In other words, we
propose to define a resummed gS∗ of the form
gresumS∗ (u, pr, pφ; ν) = g
(EOB−like)
S∗ (u, pr, pφ; ν)rS∗(u, pr, pφ; ν) .
(5.6)
When considering fast-spinning black holes, one can still
use the factorized form (5.6), but with suitably spin-
quadratic-extended values of A3PN and Hˆ
3PN
(orb,eff) in the
definition (5.2) of g
(EOB−like)
S∗ (e.g., as defined in Ref.
[66]).
We will suggest several possible estimates of the cor-
recting factor rS∗ in Eq. (5.6). All these estimates will
be constructed from the PN expansion of the correcting
factor rS∗ = gSF+PNS∗ /g
(EOB−like)
S∗ , which is of the form
rPNS∗ (u, pr, pφ; ν) = 1 + νgˆ1(u, pr, pφ) + ν
2gˆ2(u, pr, pφ) ,
(5.7)
where
gˆ1(u, pr, pφ) = η
2
(
−1
2
u− 3
2
p2r
)
+ η4
[
25
24
p4r +
(
−5
8
p2φu
2 − 53
24
u
)
p2r −
5
24
p2φu
3 − 20
3
u2
]
+ η6
[
(−2297
144
u2 +
17
96
p4φu
4 − 97
144
p2φu
3)p2r +
17
288
p4φu
5 − 8771
288
u3 − 199
72
p2φu
4 +
41
48
u3pi2
]
+ η8
[(
−1483
192
p2φu
4 − 10692
5
u3 ln(3)− 1024
15
u3γ − 14077
1152
u3pi2 +
93952
45
u3 ln(2)− 55
576
p6φu
6
+
77
576
p4φu
5 +
17436377
17280
u3 − 512
15
u3 ln(u)
)
p2r −
354523
4320
u4 − 42575
3456
p2φu
5 +
113
144
p4φu
6
27
− 55
1728
p6φu
7 − 2912
45
u4 ln(2) +
85421
9216
u4pi2 +
205
576
p2φu
5pi2 − 32u4γ − 16u4 ln(u)
]
+ η10
[(
144261
10
u4 ln(3)− 256
9
u5γp2φ −
433
10368
p6φu
7 − 891u5 ln(3)p2φ +
23488
27
u5 ln(2)p2φ
− 128
9
u5 ln(u)p2φ −
6281068
315
u4 ln(2) +
103604
315
u4γ +
869
13824
p8φu
8
− 505706219
172800
u4 +
22577
6912
p4φu
6 +
8367161
20736
p2φu
5 +
146005
864
u4pi2 − 75223
13824
p2φu
5pi2 +
51802
315
u4 ln(u)
)
p2r
+
5248
35
u5γ − 2887
96
p2φu
6 +
145379
41472
p4φu
7 − 2197
5184
p6φu
8 +
869
41472
p8φu
9 − 4577190091
3628800
u5
+
13059635
110592
u5pi2 − 40
3
u6γp2φ +
2624
35
u5 ln(u)− 20
3
u6 ln(u)p2φ
+
353392
945
u5 ln(2)− 697
6912
p4φu
7pi2 − 728
27
u6 ln(2)p2φ −
486
7
u5 ln(3) +
412673
110592
p2φu
6pi2
]
+O(u6) , (5.8)
and
gˆ2(u, pr, pφ) =
(
19
8
p2ru−
1
8
u2 +
15
8
p4r
)
η4 . (5.9)
In Eq. (5.8) we have displayed only the beginning of the
PN expansion of gˆ1, including in particular all the O(p2r)
terms that have been derived in the present paper. We
kept in Eq. (5.8) only the terms that are fully known, i.e.,
the terms that do not involve any yet undetermined co-
efficient such as g∗41up4rη
6, etc. [More precisely, in gˆ1 we
see that the p4r contribution is fully known only at O(η4);
by contrast, the p2r one is now known from O(η2) up to
O(η10); in gˆ2 only terms at O(η4) are known.] Beyond
the contributions indicated, only the circular limit of gˆ1
is known and it can be straightforwardly computed (in
the DJS gauge) by PN-expanding the prescription given
above, using for instance either the explicit 9.5PN accu-
rate gcircS∗ result of Ref. [68] or the implicit 22PN-accurate
result of Ref. [35] on ψcirc.
In the rest of this subsection we will motivate various
ways (namely, Taylor-like or inverse-Taylor-like, at vari-
ous PN-approximations) of defining the correcting factor
rS∗ in Eq. (5.7) by studying the circular limit of gresumS∗ ,
Eq. (5.6). For concreteness, let us exhibit the explicit
4PN-accurate value of rS∗ when setting pr → 0
r4PNS∗ (u, pφ; ν) = 1−
1
2
uνη2 +
(
−20
3
νu2 − 1
8
ν2u2 − 5
24
νp2φu
3
)
η4
+
(
−8771
288
u3 +
41
48
u3pi2 − 199
72
p2φu
4 +
17
288
p4φu
5
)
νη6
+
(
−354523
4320
u4 − 42575
3456
u5p2φ −
55
1728
p6φu
7 +
113
144
p4φu
6 − 16u4 ln(uη2)
− 2912
45
u4 ln(2)− 32u4γ + 85421
9216
u4pi2 +
205
576
u5pi2p2φ
)
νη8 . (5.10)
Note the explicit appearance of pφ in r
4PN
S∗ . We wish to
study an estimate of gS∗ that would be approximately
valid when considering (circularized) inspiralling and co-
alescing binary black holes. Following the results of EOB
theory [5, 6] we can approximately replace pφ by a func-
tion of u having the following properties.
Above the last stable orbit we estimate pφ ≈
p
(circ)
φ (u) =
√−∂uA(u; ν)/∂u(u2A(u; ν)), which we sim-
ply approximate in our present qualitative study by
pφ ≈ [u(1− 3u)]−1/2. Beyond the last stable orbit we in-
stead approximate pφ by a constant equals to its value at
the last stable orbit (say pφ ≈
√
12). This approximation
defines the evolution of rS∗, and correlatively of gS∗, dur-
ing coalescence, as a function of u. The results of this ex-
ploratory study of the evolution of gS∗ during coalescence
are illustrated in Fig. 1, which considers the equal-mass
case, ν = 1/4. This figure compares the u-evolution of
various approximations to gS∗ = g
(EOB−like)
S∗ rS∗: 1) the
one defined by using the Taylor-like 4PN approximant
for rS∗, Eq. (5.10) together with the just explained pφ
replacements; 2) the one defined by using inverse resum-
mation of r4PNS∗ , i.e., by taking the P
[1,4] Pade´ approxi-
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FIG. 1. Comparison of various estimates of the EOB gyro-
gravitomagnetic ratio gS∗ in the equal-mass case (ν = 1/4),
and in the circularized inspiralling and coalescing approxima-
tion. The resummed gS∗ defined by Eq. (5.6) is plotted as
a function of u = GM/(c2R) for the four cases explained in
text.
mant of the PN-expansion of Eq. (5.10); 3) ditto with the
9.5 PN-accurate generalization of (5.10); and finally 4)
ditto with the inverse resummation of the latter r9.5PNS∗
expansion.
The main message of Fig. 1 is that, in confirma-
tion of what had been already found at the next-to-
leading order [60], and whatever be the approximation
used, gS∗ significantly decreases as the separation R =
GM/u between the two bodies decreases. This decrease
becomes more pronounced when one uses higher PN-
approximants. When using Taylor-approximants the de-
crease of gS∗ is so extreme that it formally changes a sign
below a certain separation R(crit). For instance, at 4PN
we have R(crit) ≈ GM/0.37 ≈ 2.7GM , while at 9.5PN we
have R(crit) ≈ GM/0.31 ≈ 3.2GM . As this sign change
is physically unwarranted, we advise, when using Taylor-
approximants, to replace gS∗ by zero beyond the critical
separation R(crit) (i.e., to replace gS∗ → 12 (gS∗ + |gS∗|)).
If one considers that such a vanishing of gS∗ is too
extreme a behaviour, one might consider using one of
the inverse-resummed estimates of rS∗. At this stage the
spread between the curves in Fig. 1 is a measure of our
uncertainty on the true value of gS∗ in the strong-field
domain. One will need comparisons between numerical
relativity simulations and EOB computations using var-
ious gS∗ functions (possibly including some free parame-
ter parametrizing strong-field effects) to learn more about
the exact extent to which gS∗ decreases in the strong-field
domain.
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Appendix A: Kinnersley tetrad
Using Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the Kinnersley
tetrad upon which the Weyl tensor is projected is given
by
eα1 = l
α =
1
∆
(r2 + a2,∆, 0, a),
eα2 = n
α =
1
2Σ
(r2 + a2,−∆, 0, a),
eα3 = m
α = − %¯√
2
(ia sin θ, 0, 1,
i
sin θ
),
eα4 = m¯
α = − %√
2
(−ia sin θ, 0, 1, −i
sin θ
).
where Σ ≡ r2+a2 cos2 θ,∆ ≡ r2−2m2r+a2.The non-zero
spin-coefficients which appear in Sec. II D are
% =
−1
r − ia cos θ , τ =
−ia sin θ√
2Σ
, β = − %¯ cot θ
2
√
2
,
γ = µ+
r −m2
2Σ
, µ =
∆%
2Σ
, $ =
ia%2 sin θ√
2
,
α = $ − β¯.
We give these in Kerr spacetime, our situation is recov-
ered by setting a to zero in the above.
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